AGENDA
PLANNING AND SUSTAINABILITY SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
Meeting Date:
Meeting Time:
Meeting Location:

Tuesday, October 20, 2020
4:00 p.m.
Teleconference

IMPORTANT
THIS MEETING WILL NOT BE PHYSICALLY OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. THE MEETING WILL BE
BROADCASTED VIA TELECONFERENCING
OR OTHER ELECTRONIC MEANS.
In order to minimize the spread of the COVID 19 virus, this Regular Meeting will be conducted
pursuant to the provisions of the Governor’s Executive Order N-29-20, which suspended certain
requirements of the Brown Act.
All Members of the subcommittee will be participating in the meeting remotely via
teleconferencing or other electronic means consistent with Executive Order N-29-20. If you would
like to provide public comment, we encourage you to submit them via email to the City Clerk:
iwerby@ci.cloverdale.ca.us.
Please refer to the end of the agenda for instructions on how to view the meeting and provide
public comment using the Zoom Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81767486025
Subcommittee Members:
Chair Gus Wolter, Mayor
Vice Chair Mary Ann Brigham, Councilmember

Assistant City Manager/CDD Kevin Thompson
City Manager David Kelley

1. Call to Order:
2. Communications:
a. Rob Koslowsky - “All-Electric Reach Codes”
b. Ron Weigelt - Sidewalk Obstruction on Cloverdale Blvd.
c. Ron Weigelt - Car Wash Blight
3. Public Comment: Members of the public may comment on any item not on this agenda. Attendees
will be muted until they are called upon for Public Comment. To make a public comment, use the
“raise hand”
icon on your smart device or desktop computer, or dial *9 if you are using just your
telephone. Please listen carefully for the Chair or City Clerk to address you by name (or phone
number) and for the audible Zoom notification that you have been unmuted. Once you begin your
public comment, your three (3) minutes will begin.
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4. Approval of Minutes: August 18, 2020
5. Current Items for Discussion
a) Update on Tax Allocation for Baumgardner Ranch Financing
b) Regional Housing Needs Allocation
c) Review climate change and sustainability projects/technologies
d) Update on Six Acres Water Company/South Cloverdale Water Company
e) Update on Sonoma County Transit Route 68
f) Dog Park Location
g) Update Community Development Planning Log
h) Follow up information on Reach Codes
6. Information Only Memos
7. Future Agenda Items (subject to change)
8. Pending Items
9. Good of the Order
10. Adjournment: Adjourn to next scheduled meeting December 15, 2020 at 4:00 p.m.
**IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THIS SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING**
PLEASE NOTE
This Meeting will be conducted pursuant to the provisions of the Governor’s Executive Order N-29-20, which
suspended certain requirements of the Brown Act.
In order to minimize the spread of the COVID 19 virus, please do the following:
•

Attendees may join the meeting through the use of Zoom at:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81767486025 / Webinar ID: 817 6748 6025 or by dialing US: +1 669 900
6833 and entering Webinar ID: 817 6748 6025

•

Attendees will be muted until they are called upon for Public Comment. To make a public comment, use
the “raise hand”
icon on your smart device or desktop computer, or dial *9 if you are using just your
telephone. Please listen carefully for the Chair or City Clerk to address you by name (or phone number) and
for the audible Zoom notification that you have been unmuted. Once you begin your public comment, your
three (3) minutes will begin.

•

If you would prefer to submit public comment in writing, please email your comments to
iwerby@ci.cloverdale.ca.us. If you are commenting on a specific agenda item or items, please state the
agenda item number(s) in the subject line of the email. All comments received via email will be provided to
the Subcommittee in writing and included as a part of the record of the meeting.

•

The City of Cloverdale thanks you in advance for taking all precautions to prevent spreading the COVID 19
virus.

CERTIFICATION – Pursuant to Government Code § 54954.2, the agenda for this meeting was properly posted on or before 4:00
p.m., October 16, 2020.
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natural gas peaker plants under Newsom’s reign removed electricity supply that once
was available even as the sun sets [2]. The governor had banked on the availability of
electricity from other western states. His faith that others would bail him out with their
excess energy was misplaced. Codependency in the energy markets didn’t work during
the Gray Davis era and it doesn’t work in the Gavin Newsom era [3].
Californians Left in the Dark to Suffer in Sweltering Evening Heat
Homeowners continue to be met with uncertainty (pandemic guidelines, job insecurity,
arbitrary lockdowns, etc.) and now they’re presented with an unreliable electricity
supply, just like people living in a third world country.
Newsom and his party’s progressive wing have insisted for years that batteries must be
used to integrate unreliable renewables onto the electric grid to prevent power outages
when the sun sets or the wind stops blowing. Even while the governor’s appointed
commissions admitted that solar and wind are (unlike geothermal) unreliable, they
argued that if the state can store excess electric energy collected during periods of peak
sunshine or high winds, this stored energy could be doled out during periods of peak
demand. They believed there would be no blackouts. But their theory has proven to be
both wrong and impractical for numerous reasons:
1. Batteries are not yet capable. As Michael Shellenberger, President of Environmental
Progress writes, “One of the largest lithium battery storage centers in the world is in
Escondido, California. It can only store enough power to service 24,000 of California’s
13,000,000 households . . . And it can only do so for four hours. If demand surges for
the better part of a day, the system will fail. Indeed, for renewables to work, batteries
would need to be able to store the power for weeks and perhaps even months.”
2. Solar fails to produce energy round the clock. As the sun falls in the sky, electricity
production falls drastically [4].
3. High temperatures often produce haze, especially when the humidity is high, and
solar production falters even during daylight hours.
4. According to Michael Shellenberger, in 2018, “Had California spent an estimated
$100 billion on nuclear instead of on wind and solar, it would have had enough energy to
replace all fossil fuels in its in-state electricity mix.” He adds, that in an ironic twist,
“California’s power sector emissions are over twice as high today as they would have
been had the state kept open and built planned nuclear plants.”
5. California is abandoning natural gas-based peaker plants and natural gas
cogeneration plants, energy facilities that can produce electricity with round the clock
reliably. This policy direction has put Californians at risk and raised the level of
uncertainty.
6. Mandating under-sized rooftop solar PV for new construction, not only raises the cost
of housing, but also doesn’t provide any back-up power during either rotating blackouts
(usually in the summer) or PSPSs (often in the fall).
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A return to common sense and leveraging American energy assets will remove
uncertainty for American homeowners with respect to energy supply and reliability.
Scrounging up batteries for flashlights and firing up a Coleman stove to cook food is not
want Californians deserve whenever there are rotating blackouts and PSPSs. The
uncertainty lies in not knowing when these interruptions will occur, which disrupt lives
and livelihood. What is certain is that their frequency will increase, unless Newsom’s
electric-only policies are overturned in favor of a balanced energy policy.
“In theory, massive battery banks could be constructed to store solar and wind power
when it’s plentiful and supplant hydrocarbon generation altogether, but so far that’s
just a theory.”
– Dan Walters, CalMatters, August 20, 2020
[1] “But the underlying reasons that California is experiencing rolling black-outs for the second
time in less than a year stem from the state’s climate policies, which California policymakers
have justified as necessary to prevent deaths from heatwaves. In October [2019], Pacific Gas
and Electric cut off power to homes across California to avoid starting forest fires. The utility and
California’s leaders had over the previous decade diverted billions meant for grid maintenance to
renewables. And [on August 16, 2020], California had to impose rolling blackouts because it had
failed to maintain sufficient reliable power from natural gas and nuclear plants, or pay in
advance for enough guaranteed electricity imports from other states.”
Source: “Why California’s Climate Policies Are Causing Electricity Blackouts,” Michael Shellenberger, Forbes, August 15, 2020

[2] On the weekend of August 15-16, 2020, CAISO predicted an electricity supply shortage of
4.4 MW, the power required to keep 3.3 million homes lit. One nuclear power plant and a couple
of natural gas peaker plants that Newsom and his cronies shuttered could have kept the lights
on. The Democrat-run state needs to rethink its energy policy of all-electric and all-renewables
to avoid an increasing frequency of power outages.
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[3] The root cause of California’s rolling blackouts in mid-August 2020 was the failure to
adequately prepare for an entirely predictable scenario of a prolonged and widespread heat wave
that would make power imports less accessible to the State’s electric grid . . . In fact, this
scenario of massive demand for power during the summer was predicted. Nearly a year ago, the
4
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California Independent System Operator (CAISO), the entity that moves power around the state
as needed and buys from generating plants outside the state to ensure an adequate supply,
warned of this likely crisis. On August 17th, CAISO officials blamed public utility regulators for
failing to act, and public utility regulators, in turn, suggested the Independent System Operator
was at fault.
Source: Adapted from a Los Angeles Times editorial, August 21, 2020
[4] Solar- and wind-based electric production is dependent on both the time of day and weather
conditions (variable), hence unreliable. Natural gas-based electric generation is reliable.
Californians deserve a balanced energy portfolio that maximizes availability and reliability. Too
much solar and wind resources in the energy portfolio leads to an increase in power outages.

Graphic courtesy R.K. Koslowsky.

---------------------Rob Koslowsky,
Author of The Tubbs Fire.
Also author of The Upstart Startup & Breach of Trust.
Author's page
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Irene Camacho-Werby
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ROB KOSLOWSKY <rob.koslowsky@sbcglobal.net>
Monday, August 31, 2020 5:38 AM
Melanie Bagby; Gus Wolter; Marta Cruz; Mary Ann Brigham; Jason Turner; David Kelley; Kevin
Thompson; Irene Camacho-Werby; Rafael Miranda
ROBERT KOSLOWSKY
A False Narrative Based on A Fictional Scenario

Cloverdale Leaders,
Two weeks ago I highlighted that the current reach codes and proposed natural gas bans
pushed by the California Building Standards Commission (CBSC) and the California Energy
Commission (CEC) are illegal, at least as defined by their own standards. Furthermore, it turns
out that the CEC has also been operating illegally, in violation of its own statutory mandate. A
lawsuit has been filed as a result.
On top of that the first rotating blackouts were experienced two weeks ago, a direct outcome of
not having enough power produced by solar installations during hazy and smoke-filled days
and no solar production as the sun drops from the sky.
It might be time to ensure that both natural gas (coupled with carbon-capture solutions)
and/or nuclear power-based electric production continue to be a growing part of the state’s
electricity supply.
Policymakers and regulators need to stop pointing fingers at each other and figure out a way to
keep the lights on, and do so without propaganda pushing problematic progressive energy
policies.
….Rob

----------------------A False Narrative Based on A Fictional Scenario

“Justifying comprehensive electrification policies or programs may be challenging
based on the cost effectiveness criteria in this study. But, there may be other reasons
to implement such policies, such as reducing future greenhouse gas emissions.”
– TRC, Palo Alto Electrification Final Report, Prepared for the City, Nov 2016, p.21
“Thank you for reaching out and reading the report! I think you’re correct that electric
retrofits can be quite costly and challenging, as with any decarbonization solution.”
– Farhad Farahmand, PE, Sr Project Manager, Research and Technology
Commercialization, TRC, August 10, 2020 E-mail to RKK

Talk about hoodwinking the consumer, especially homeowners.
The State of California has subscribed to a false narrative, based on a fictional scenario
developed by E3, one of its paid consultants hired to produce a report to justify said
narrative and make SB100, California’s Clean Energy Act, appear plausible.
As early as March 1, 2020, it became apparent to me and my readers that homeowners
were faced with a more realistic scenario, which I called the ‘scary summary [1]:’
1
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“So there you have it: Your mandated EV car will become an electric appliance too.
Government creates the all-electric market for the home and for personal transportation.
Along the way, the government will also commandeer the power you generate from
retrofitted all-electric homes in order to stabilize PG&E’s overburdened and failing electric
grid. Homeowners, through costly reach codes, bear the entire upfront capital costs.
Property owners are being compelled to install a rooftop solar system ($25,000), provision
for an all-electric vehicle charger in the garage ($2,000), install solar battery backup
($30,000), and eventually buy an EV ($45,000). This over-reaching ‘grand’ plan makes
residents operate as a utility producer, utility storage resource, and a vehicle for feeding
power back to the electric grid when it’s over-taxed . . . That latter item deals with the
costly vehicle-to-grid interface you’ll soon be compelled to purchase too. That story has
yet to be written.”

Not only are narratives surrounding gas systems misstated, other fictional accounts are
rooted in twisted references to earlier studies. One of the more popularly referenced
reports was issued by TRC on behalf of the City of Palo Alto, in 2016 [2]. Somehow, this
study, which cautions against going all-electric, is touted as a rationale to build allelectric homes on a massive scale. The author summarized TRC’s findings: Economic,
technical and operational barriers, as well as the 2016 Building Code, were barriers to
any all-electric implementation. However, Palo Alto had already made their energy
supply all-electric and the city was itching to ban natural gas as well. The only reason for
going all-electric in Palo Alto, according to TRC, is greenhouse gas reduction targets.
But the City of Palo Alto has not only forced its green philosophy on homeowners, but
also it’s doubling down on this failed policy and regulatory folly [3]. City leaders have
just realized they will miss their arbitrarily assigned goal and randomly chosen timeline
of cutting emissions by 80% by 2030. Consequently, “Palo Alto's elected leaders are
confronting a sobering reality: Barring something dramatic, it's probably not happening.”
My “scary summary” reality is about to become, in part, implemented by Palo Alto – “no
more homes with natural gas at all and no more gas-powered automobiles allowed.”
Gennady Sheyner of Palo Alto Weekly, reported in June, “The most dramatic actions
(classified as "high intervention") include requiring new non-residential developments to
be all-electric, banning registration of gasoline cars in Palo Alto by 2030 and requiring
apartment buildings to provide chargers for electric vehicles.” But that’s not all. “The list
of ideas also includes retrofitting multifamily buildings to replace wall furnaces with
electric heat pump systems by 2030; electrifying gas appliances in single-family homes
upon home sale beginning in 2025; and electrifying water heating and space heating
systems in schools by 2030.”
Doubling Down on Failed Policies
I guess the city forgot its own consultant’s report that these “electrifying” ideas and
subsequent policies failed three major tests. Such mandates are not economically
feasible; they face technical barriers; and they create significant operational barriers for
homeowners, landlords, and businesses alike. Now add schools to the mix, where
learning institutions already facing budgetary challenges. At least the 2016 building code
barrier was shot down for Palo Alto by the CBSC (and CEC) and replaced by the 2019
building code (as of January 1, 2020), which in and of itself produces illegally mandated,
all-electric reach codes.
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Have city leaders lost their common sense?
Retrofitting an existing energy efficient home with all-electric appliances will cost in
excess of $100,000 for each existing homeowner in Palo Alto and the result will not
reduce greenhouse gas reductions in any meaningful way. There are so many other
better options than targeting homeowners and oppressing hard-working residents.
It seems city leaders are all for cognitive dissonance . . .
“The city has three options, he said. It can engage in "high intervention" activities that
focus on turning off natural gas and banning cars. It can modify either the 80 or the 30
in its official goal. Or, he said, "we can continue with the cognitive dissonance, where
80 by 30 is kind of aspirational and we keep doing nice things and do lowinterventional stuff but we're not going to get to 80 by 30."
– Palo Alto Councilman Eric Filseth in an interview with Palo Alto Weekly, June 2020
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[1] Hoodwinking the Homeowner, R.K. Koslowsky, submitted March 1, 2020, “The Scary
Summary” extract
[2] TRC, November 2016, Palo Alto Electrification Final Report, Prepared for the City
[3] https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2020/06/17/palo-alto-to-explore-new-laws-to-curbgas-vehicles-appliances
[4] “The single family new construction Heat Pump Package is not cost effective when using the
customer perspective methodology.”
“HPSHs [Heat-pump space heaters] are not cost effective compared to natural gas furnaces from
both a societal and customer perspective.”
“HPWHs [Heat-pump water heaters] . . . are generally expected to have a useful life of 13 years.
Tankless water heaters [using natural gas], on the other hand, have an expected useful life of
20 years. A lower useful life is associated with higher equipment replacement costs.”
“Locating refrigerant piping in occupied spaces carries some health risk if the refrigerant is
discharged.”
“Based on current code and retail rates assumptions, the majority of scenarios for HPWH and
HPSH do not prove cost effective.”
Source: TRC, November 2016, Palo Alto Electrification Final Report, Prepared for the City, pp.1,
4, 20, 21.
[5] California Homeowners Targeted – Sock it to ‘em!, R.K. Koslowsky, submitted May 23, 2020.
“The CEC-provided ‘cost savings’ data was incorrect. The touted $6,171 in savings for using allelectric appliances is wrong. The costs to homeowners is $29,529 more when forced to move
to all-electric, and this doesn’t even provide battery backup during PG&E PSPSs. If savings are
not provided, the proposed reach codes are over-reaching and must be declared illegal and
revoked. Even the 2019 California Building Code must be revisited.
Additional thoughts are captured in a recent letter to the editor – Cloverdale Reveille:
http://www.sonomawest.com/cloverdale reveille/opinion/letters/letters-to-the-editorfeb/article 434733e4-4ea0-11ea-aa83-b71ece843a37.html
-------------------------

Rob Koslowsky,
Author of The Tubbs Fire.
Also author of The Upstart Startup & Breach of Trust.
Author's page
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Irene Camacho-Werby
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ROB KOSLOWSKY <rob.koslowsky@sbcglobal.net>
Monday, September 7, 2020 6:28 AM
Melanie Bagby; Gus Wolter; Marta Cruz; Mary Ann Brigham; Jason Turner; David Kelley; Kevin
Thompson; Irene Camacho-Werby; Rafael Miranda
California's Micro-Management of Emissions Goals

Cloverdale Leaders,
When I initially drafted this article, the first rotating blackouts in almost two decades
had not yet arrived. The unexpected loss of power experienced three weeks ago was a
direct outcome of the lack of electricity produced by solar installations during hazy and
smoke-filled days, followed by the complete absence of solar production as the sun
dropped from the sky.
The idea of massive battery backup systems to compensate for the loss of solar during
heatwaves and/or wildfires remains theoretical. With another round of blackouts looming
this Labor Day weekend, CBS (KPIX) News at 6:00 p.m. reported, Friday, “Too much
solar and not quite enough battery to cover the demand . . . This problem is going to be
with us for awhile.”
The accompanying need for a smart grid in constant communication with homeowners’
appliances to pull energy from their all-electric structures also abides as wishful thinking
for the near-term.
It's time to ensure that both natural gas (coupled with carbon-capture solutions) and/or
nuclear power-based electric production continue to be a growing part of the state’s
electricity supply and not a declining component.
…Rob
-------------------------------Micro-Management of Emissions Goals

––– Co-opting Homeowners' Energy Production and Monitoring Their Usage

“Clean-energy types need to rethink where storage is categorized in their mental
model.”

– David Roberts, Vox, California solves batteries’ embarrassing climate problem, Dec 2, 2019

“While the Aug. 14-15 demands were not excessive in historical terms, the ability to
respond to them had been truncated by a failure to maintain flexible supplies that
could be brought on line quickly, such as gas-fired “peaker” plants. In fact, Cal ISO
had been warning state political authorities for quite some time that California would
face a supply crunch under the circumstances that occurred two weeks ago.”
– Dan Walters, California has a power supply problem, Aug 30, 2020

When it comes to running and maintaining a home, simpler is better. This is not the case
with the new and latest, as well as upcoming, building codes. Complexity has become
the watchword.
1
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Case in point: Although rooftop solar is a solution homeowners once voluntarily adopted
to offset the cost of continually rising electric rates [1], a token solar array has become
mandatory on new home construction. This one change, among a sea change of many in
the 2019 Building Code, with more to come for 2022, has ratcheted up the cost and
complexity of home ownership.
Setting aside ongoing maintenance and replacement costs [2] for mandated rooftop
solar systems, homeowners have become utility operators, subject to further costs and
regulations as their systems begin to be co-opted by the State to function in the wider
collective [3].
With more solar energy and distributed energy resources (DER) activated, operation of
the electric grid is becoming more fluid and complex. Since the only criteria being
applied is climate change, greenhouse gas emission-tracking has become an obsession
with regulators, energy commissions, and decarbonization zealots. To that end, the
impact of carbon emissions depends greatly not only on a given technology, but also
increasingly on when and where it’s used. This means that the energy overlords must
know, as David Roberts wrote, “Exactly when and where energy is being generated,
stored, and released” in order to determine its effect on emissions.
“Thus, maximizing emission reductions — not just for batteries, but for any flexible
energy resource — crucially involves,” he adds, “understanding the state of the grid on a
minute-by-minute basis [4], what kind of energy is on it, what energy is available to it,
and both its present and anticipated carbon intensity.”
As a flexible and intermittent energy resource, a residential rooftop solar system will be
required to evolve and be augmented as follows:
1. Maintain a reliable communication connection to its local utility and State electric grid
operators (CAISO) so they can monitor energy usage and track consumption trends
2. Increase the energy-generating capacity of its rooftop or backyard solar system to
accommodate the needs of the utility and the state
3. Contribute garage space and tens of thousands of dollars to install and maintain 24hour back-up battery storage in order to operate the house during scheduled or
unforeseen power outages
4. Require audits of solar system performance, on a minute-by-minute basis as to its
energy production, grid interaction, and the time of day when appliances (heat-pumps
for space heating or cooling and water heating, clothes washers and dryers, and others)
are running.
5. Confirm a homeowners’ load-shifting compliance where energy use is aligned with
early morning or nighttime hours and avoided during the daytime to mitigate electricity
demand peaks and allow storage batteries to be charged. Even so, monthly electric bills
will significantly increase [5].
2
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The TRC report for the City of Palo Alto [6] cautioned against relying too much on Heatpump Water Heaters (HPWHs) to support planned load-shifting regulations in the short
term: “Grid interactive water heaters, which are designed to reduce the peak load
profiles and flatten the demand curve to reduce the impact on the grid, are available
primarily for electric resistance water heaters. When HPWHs support this feature on the
market, it may allow many homeowners or facilities managers to reduce their energy bill
by responding to demand response events.”
In the meantime, ensuring operation of a single source of energy – electricity – to the
home has become very complex and will continue to require increasing steps of difficulty
to maintain and operate, just to keep the lights on.
“The State of California has done more for creating an industry of green consultant
jobs than it has done for supporting small businesses and homeowners.”
– R.K. Koslowsky, July 2020
“I'm Tom Bodett for Motel 6, and we'll leave the light on for you, [maybe].”
– Modified closing for Motel 6’s well-known ads
[1] Three more PG&E rate increases, which became effective August 1, 2020, total a whopping
8.8 percent, raising the typical electric bill by almost $11 monthly or $132 each year. These
three rate increases are on top of the January 1, 2020 rate increase of 2.7 percent, which
already added almost $40 annually to PG&E customers’ electric bill.
[2] One study touts, “The increased solar PV to optimize savings results in additional capital
cost, but with optimized solar PV, all of the decarbonized homes save more than $200 per year
on their energy bills.” This is a theoretical analysis, not rooted in reality. Investigations reveal
that the newly enforced 2019 Building Code offers no such savings at all. In fact, it sets
homeowners back tens of thousands of dollars in upfront costs with no payback possible. If a
more costly “optimized solar PV” system is installed in “decarbonized homes” (all-electric
homes), the upfront costs are even higher, which denies any hope of eventual cost recovery,
even after a 30- or 40-year mortgage. By this point in time, a homeowner would have already
gone through four different sets of inverters and made two sets of solar panel changeouts. The
authors of the study acknowledge that they did not account for these required ‘maintain, then
replace’ cost elements of Solar PV in an all-electric house, “We do not include any difference in
maintenance or removal costs.”
– Extract from The Single Family Residence in California, submitted May 3, 2020.
[3] In the Star Trek franchise, according to Wikipedia, “the Borg are an alien group of cybernetic
organisms, linked in a hive mind called ‘the Collective.’ The Borg co-opt the technology and
knowledge of other alien species to the Collective through the process of ‘assimilation:’ forcibly
transforming individual beings into ‘drones’ by injecting nanoprobes into their bodies and
surgically augmenting them with cybernetic components. The Borg's ultimate goal is ‘achieving
perfection’ as defined by the collective.” The State of California, taken over by green zealots, has
become the Borg in this analogy, with its new state of perfection including zero carbon buildings.
Homeowners’ properties are being co-opted for their mandated rooftop solar systems and
assimilating them into the larger electric grid (the collective).
[4] If State regulators and operators of California’s electric grid understand its status on a
minute-by-minute basis, how could there have been rotating blackouts that put many residents
at risk during mid-August 2020?
3
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[5] “Adjusting Residential Electric Rates. Analysis indicates that increased electrical usage
pushes many residential customers in Palo Alto into a more expensive Tier 2 rate usage. Data
from City of Palo Alto Utilities shows that single-family homes consume a median of 15.6
kWh/day, and an average of 19.6 kWh/day. TRC simulations show that an existing single family
home that installs HPWH [Heat-pump Water Heaters] and HPSH [Heat-pump Space Heaters]
could use 10 kWh more per day in an average year.”
Source: Palo Alto Electrification Final Report, TRC Energy Services, pp 21–22.
[6] TRC, Palo Alto Electrification Final Report, Prepared for the City, November 2016, p.26.

-------------------------Rob Koslowsky,
Author of The Tubbs Fire.
Also author of The Upstart Startup & Breach of Trust.
Author's page
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Irene Camacho-Werby
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ROB KOSLOWSKY <rob.koslowsky@sbcglobal.net>
Monday, September 14, 2020 6:31 AM
Melanie Bagby; Gus Wolter; Marta Cruz; Mary Ann Brigham; Jason Turner; David Kelley; Kevin
Thompson; Irene Camacho-Werby; Rafael Miranda
ROBERT KOSLOWSKY
Is Getting Solar Right Beginning to Go Wrong?

Cloverdale Leaders,
Thank goodness there were no rolling blackouts across the North Bay during Labor Day
weekend. However, with the winds picking up as the heat subsided, PG&E invoked its
power shutoffs to avoid litigation from its electrical equipment starting fires. Even so,
winds whipped earlier lightning-induced fires into a frenzy and produced dense smoke
that blocked sunlight for days.
After last week’s post, the reality of inadequate battery backup to support utility
customers came to the forefront as residents lost their power during 100-degree
temperatures. Bob Meinetz, an Energy Central contributor, provided us with a stunning
analysis rooted in mathematics.
The State of California typically consumes 710,959 MWh each day. The world’s largest
battery has a capacity of 730 MWh, which could power California’s grid for 89 seconds.
The solution to buy more of these ‘largest storage batteries’ does not make economic or
practical sense.
Meinetz adds:
– EIA Cost of Installed Battery Storage (July 2020) = $1,250,000/MWh
– Cost of world’s largest battery = $912.5 M
– Cost of Storage to Power California for One Day of Cloudy Weather = $
885,842,696,629. ($885.8 B)
– California state budget (2020) = $202 B
– It would take >4 years of California's state budget to buy enough grid storage to
power the CAISO grid for one day of cloudy weather.
This should explain, as Meinetz observes, “why batteries will never power the California
grid.”
…Rob
----------------Getting Solar Right Is Beginning to Go Wrong
“My husband and I visited a new home development in our community today. At the
end of our tour, we were advised by the sales agent ‘due to the new mandate law’ we
have the option to lease or purchase solar panels for 18,000 dollars for the model that
we were interested in. I’ve never been a fan of solar panels taking over my roof plus
there’s only two of us who’ll be occupying the home ‘Why do we need solar?’”
1
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– Irene, August 20, 2020, posted on Energy Sage

Californian homeowners took up the challenge to meet Governor Schwarzenegger’s goal
to put 1 million Solar PV systems on their rooftops. Many voluntarily did so and, in 2019,
met this ambitious target to boost the use of renewable energy and continue America’s
march toward energy independence [1].
Somewhere along the line, progressive environmentalists and green zealots hijacked the
idea of property owners willingly seeking to lower their electric bills and turned it into a
state mandate forcing new home construction to include rooftop Solar PV. Even unwilling
builders and homeowners have been told they must comply with another round of high
cost building code regulations, of which rooftop Solar PV is a key green component.
Meanwhile, utility operators are devaluing solar energy production ensuring promised
theoretical paybacks of such installations can never occur, not even for a homeowner
with a 40-year mortgage who remains in their house for that duration.
Soon, those generous electric bill reductions for selling rooftop energy back to the utility
are coming to an end. Utility providers have realized that the majority of their
customers, the non-rooftop solar ones, have been subsidizing those that chose to install
rooftop solar for decades prior to January 1, 2020.
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Solar Devalued by 400 Percent
SMUD, for example, identified that its non-solar-producing customers are paying $45 a
year extra in costs, a cost that will continue to grow. If nothing else happens, this added
cost to those customers without rooftop solar will see their utility bills double to $90
annually by 2030 [2]. It’s been recognized that solar is nowhere near as advantageous
as it once was. SMUD’s study reveals the current value of solar is 3-7 cents per kWh.
This is about 50-75% lower than the utility’s reimbursement paid to its solar customers
under the current NEM rate, currently pegged at 12 cents per kWh. SMUD notes, “In
2030, that increases to 16 cents per kWh . . . This means the under-collection of our
fixed costs will increase substantially and the costs will be shifted to non-solar
customers.”
It’s likely that SMUD and other utilities will begin to value rooftop generation at 3 cents
per kWh, or less, going forward, thereby rectifying the issue of the too-generous credits.
That translates into a 400% reduction in solar production credits for electric bills of
owners of rooftop solar homes.
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Graphic courtesy SMUD, August 2020

Mandated Solar System is Too Small
In addition to never being able to recoup their capital investment, the mandated Solar
PV system, described by the Building Standards Commission in their 2019 Building Code,
is undersized. The specified 2.5 kW system is insufficient to run a single family home,
unless it’s installed atop a compact Tuff Shed tiny house [3].
One argument for under-sizing solar, pushed by coerced builders, is to ensure upfront
costs of the system are not ‘too high to stomach’ for buyers of new homes. Another
argument for under-sizing, pushed by green new dealers, is that homeowners can
separately purchase a solar battery backup system for their new home that can store
solar energy when its sunny and use that excess energy when its nighttime or cloudy
[4], providing the loss of sun is “not too long.” This is another theoretical argument that
has yet to be realized in practice.
If the required Solar PV system (and soon to be required battery backup) was sized
accordingly, it becomes impossible to recoup the upfront investment, even without the
reduced monthly savings on the property owner’s electric bill.
Maintenance Costs Excluded in Many Theoretical Studies
Excluding the reduced electric bill savings being implemented by utilities and operating
an under-sized Solar PV system and forgoing a battery backup system (for now),
payback is all but impossible to achieve due to the repair and maintenance costs
associated with rooftop solar.
Energy consultants have been less than forthcoming about the newly required role of
property owner as utility operator. Coincident with having to own a complex energy
4
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production system, maintenance is required and repairs will have to be performed by the
homeowner.
By the time the typical home mortgage comes to an end, a homeowner would have
already gone through four different sets of solar inverters and made two sets of solar
panel changeouts.
The authors of one economic study acknowledge that they did not account for these
required ‘maintain, then replace’ cost elements of Solar PV required for an all-electric
house, “We do not include any difference in maintenance or removal costs.”
This begs the question, “Why not spare the homeowner from becoming a mini-utility
operator in the first place?” Instead, California homeowners should insist the established
utility operators (Sonoma Clean Power in Sonoma County and/or PG&E across the North
Bay) provide more renewable energy through wind farms, further geothermal production
(in the Geysers of Sonoma County), and larger fields of solar panels. Most homeowners
would prefer to pay for energy services, not become renewable energy producers [5].
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The French utilize fields of solar arrays. Here, 10 hectares of solar panels maximize
their energy output with sunflower-like tracking. Image courtesy NBC, Sept 3, 2020.

Then there’s the practical difficulty of finding someone to fix the solar system when it
breaks. Robert Range, in March 2020, posted on Energy Sage, “What about when the
solar panel system breaks down or needs repairs . . . My mom’s system needs a new
main board and although it is under warranty the company hasn’t been so fast to
replace it.” Mr. Range reported that after 3 months there was still no solar energy
production at his mother’s residence. He goes on, “But I tell you what is still working . .
. the interest rate and the loan she needed to purchase the darn thing.”
New homebuyers across California are finding out they’re the early targets for becoming
utility operators, while also inheriting the costs of upfront capital expenditures ($$),
realizing a reduced ability to recoup their investments for generating solar energy,
facing a near future requirement to add a battery backup system ($$$), and
unknowingly agreeing to maintain, repair, and replace components of a renewable
energy system ($$$$) that was once the domain of large utility providers.
I guess the new green deal means homeowners fork over the green for this mandated
energy deal concocted by state government employing unelected commissions.
At the retirement party in 2016 for Diane Sugimura, the planning director for the city
of Seattle, she chastised we builders in the audience about our “unwillingness” to
create affordable housing.
I asked: “Why did you think high-cost regulations would create low-cost housing?”
After a moment of silence, she asked me: “What do you mean?”
Mike Nykreim, Bellevue, Wash.
{RKK: Solar mandates make homes less affordable and reduce property values. With
new Reach Codes that ban natural gas, this will drive down property values further.}
[1] On December 19, 2019, California celebrated the one millionth home to install a Solar PV
system, a target established by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger in 2005. He launched a
program that would ultimately set aside more than $3 billion for solar rebates. The former
governor credited those rebates with growing the Solar PV market. “Exactly what we predicted
would happen did happen, which is that the price of solar came down. So now we don’t need any
more subsidies,” he said.
[2] Source: https://www.smud.org/en/Rate-Information/Getting-solar-right
[3] Source: https://www.tuffshed.com/tuff-shed-tiny-houses/
[4] The cost for utilities to deploy battery backup systems for the lack of solar energy production
on cloudy days is so prohibitive that the State of California will soon make homeowners
responsible for deploying solar backup batteries and contribute their power to the electric grid in
times of need. Why? Here are the costs for the state and its utilities, provided by Bob Meinetz,
an Energy Central contributor:
– California typically consumes 710,959 MWh each day
– The world’s largest battery has a capacity of 730 MWh capacity, which could power California’s
grid for 89 seconds
– EIA Cost of Installed Battery Storage (July 2020) = $1,250,000/MWh
– Cost of world’s largest battery = $912.5 M
– Cost of Storage to Power California for One Day of Cloudy Weather = $ 885,842,696,629.
($885.8 B)
– California state budget (2020) = $202 B
7
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– It would take >4 years of California's state budget to buy enough grid storage to power the
CAISO grid for one day of cloudy weather.
Consequently, homeowners will foot the bill. At a cost of $30,000 for 1-day of battery backup
(Dec 2019 pricing) for each all-electric home, the 10.8 million homeowners will fork over the
initial $324 billion investment required. Businesses will pay the rest, in theory. It begs the
question, “What happens if there are two cloudy days in a row?” This explains, as Meinetz
observes, “why batteries will never power the California grid.”
[5] The Sacramento Municipal Utility District, which provides electricity to 1.5 million people, has
proposed a plan where builders could satisfy the [all-electric reach code] law if they sign a 20year contract with SMUD to provide solar energy to new homes from one of several large solar
farms miles away, including a 160-megawatt solar farm that SMUD is building now on the site of
the former Rancho Seco nuclear plant near Sacramento.”
https://www.mercurynews.com/2019/12/15/solar-power-required-for-all-new-california-homes-startingjan-1/

---------------------------Rob Koslowsky,
Author of The Tubbs Fire.
Also author of The Upstart Startup & Breach of Trust.
Author's page
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Studies Taken Out of Context to Suit a Narrative

Studies Taken Out of Context to Suit a Narrative
“Californians for Balanced Energy Solutions has advocated for the use of renewable
natural gas and eventually the use of hydrogen to meet California’s green house gas
emission reductions. However, the California Energy Commission [CEC] has gone down
an ideological path of electrifying everything and the elimination of natural gas.”
– August 4, 2020

I recently reviewed an April 2019 study by E3 regarding residential building
electrification, commissioned by the State of California. The numerous flaws identified
within the report have not yet been addressed by the authors.
This silence is similar to that encountered by other green activists whenever they are
challenged by reality. Such hubris is found in organizations like BayRen [1], whose
leadership muzzled its representatives from correcting a published Q&A riddled with
falsehoods and misleading statements. Cities such as Santa Rosa blindly published this
poorly crafted and politically motivated document arguing for all-electric housing and the
banning of natural gas.
“Content twisting” is becoming its own literary pandemic as more and more reports paint
pictures promoting progressive policies that are actually regressive. The authors of
Gridworks’ California Gas System in Transition [2] referenced a November 2016 TRC
report, but completely flipped the script with an erroneous claim: “For most new
construction, all-electric homes are less expensive today when considering the avoided
cost of gas mains, services, and meters not needed in all-electric neighborhoods.”
This is not true at all. It’s false. New construction featuring all-electric appliances is
much more expensive than building the traditional mixed-energy home [3–6].
The apparent propaganda continued to be found throughout the Gridworks’ report:
“Further, electrification measures can be cost-effective for existing homes in most parts
of the state when:
1. Switching away from propane or heating oil,
2. Replacing both a furnace and an air conditioner simultaneously,
3. Bundling rooftop solar, demand response or load shifting programs, and/or
time varying rates with electrification.”
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The results from the previously referenced TRC are ignored by Gridworks, in spite of
their reference to Palo Alto’s 2016 report [7]. Specifically, with regard to points 2. and 3.
above, it is not cost-effective for upgrading existing homes to become all-electric.
In the TRC report of November 2016 those authors note the following:
1. “The single family new construction Heat Pump Package is not cost effective when
using the customer perspective methodology.” And the simultaneous replacement of
both a furnace and air conditioner for an existing home already using both natural gas
and electric is even less costly. Other gas connections in existing homes for gas
cooktops, fireplaces, and clothes dryers are not even included in the analysis.
2. “HPSHs [Heat-pump space heaters] are not cost effective compared to natural gas
furnaces from both a societal and customer perspective.” Upgrading an existing home
with an all-electric furnace is much more expensive than repairing or replacing the gas
furnace.
3. “HPWHs [Heat-pump water heaters] . . . are generally expected to have a useful life
of 13 years. Tankless water heaters [using natural gas], on the other hand, have an
expected useful life of 20 years. A lower useful life is associated with higher equipment
replacement costs.”
4. “Locating refrigerant piping in occupied spaces carries some health risk if the
refrigerant is discharged.” This dangerous potential occurs for both heat-pump types in
new or upgrading existing home construction.
5.“Based on current code and retail rates assumptions, the majority of scenarios for
HPWH and HPSH do not prove cost effective.”
Caution is being thrown to the wind. Facts are being ignored. And reality is inconvenient,
or so it seems.
Even Synapse Energy Economics in its October 2018 report [8] misstates the facts,
arguing that “bundling rooftop solar, demand response or load shifting programs, and/or
time varying rates with electrification” will make all-electric homes cost-effective. It will
not.
The Synapse authors write: “Across all locations, using the rate with larger peak/offpeak differentials lowers low-emission homes’ annual energy bills, and better reflects the
costs these customers cause in the electric system . . . The rates available today are not
optimized to reflect the costs caused by all-electric homes. This gives us some
confidence that if utilities develop rates designed for buildings with electric space and
water heating, and if the tools to automatically shift loads in response to those rates
become more broadly available, electrification would lower bills for more Californians.”
The italics added are mine.
This was not reality in 2018. It is not reality in 2020 either. And it cannot occur for
California residents because Synapse, Gridworks, and E3, among other consultants, wish
it to be so. There are just too many ifs. Electric rates continue to rise, which undermines
2
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the cost-effectiveness argument for mandating all-electric. Other arguments that load
shifting to nighttime operation with yet-to-be widely deployed smart heat-pumps and
associated hot water storage, for example, will help lower these rising electric bills, is
another fallacy [9]. It’s a theoretical argument, not rooted in practical deployment.
The conclusion in the original TRC report of 2016 says the only reason for going allelectric is greenhouse gas reductions. Economic, technical and operational barriers, must
be ignored in order for an all-electric home to be “viable.”
Common sense and choice should prevail. Homeowners and their builders should be able
to choose and decide what kind of home they want and how it should be energized; not
the government and its green activists mandating what they feel is best for residents
rooted in some agenda and talking points.
The CEC-CARB reports that greenhouse gas emissions have been declining in California
for years now and emissions due to homeowner methane leaks does not even register
on the State’s tracking reports. It begs the question, “Why would there ever be a
homeowner ban on natural gas service that offers at least a 250-year supply available
for all American homeowners?” Figures 5 (1b & 1c) and 8 show overall GHG emissions
dropping and residential methane production doesn’t even warrant a mention.
https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/201912/Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reductions ada.pdf

“Phasing out natural gas is fundamentally inconsistent with the CEC’s statutory
mandate . . . The CEC’s actions fly in the face of common sense and now it seems they
fly in the face of state law too.”
– Californians for Balanced Energy Solutions, August 4, 2020
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This Dilbert strip struck me funny, akin to the inside workings of some organizations
trying to produce results just to get the answers they need to retroactively justify
state mandates.
[1] BayRen touts energy savings programs throughout the nine bay area counties. This group
claims to “serve homeowners, renters, multifamily property owners, businesses” and more.
However, it does not serve the interests of those groups well.
[2] CALIFORNIA’S GAS SYSTEM IN TRANSITION, Gridworks, August 2019. This report was based
on meetings held predominantly among state government, environmentalists (e.g. NRDC), and
their paid consultants during May and August 2019 in order to justify SB100, previously enacted.
[3] Appliance Savings Touted for “All-Electric Houses” Should Be Challenged, submitted,
February 2, 2020. The CEC-provided “cost savings” data was incorrect. The touted $6,171 in
savings for using all-electric appliances is wrong. The cost to homeowners is $29,529 more
when forced to move to all-electric, and this doesn’t even provide battery backup during PG&E
PSPSs.
[4] California Homeowners Targeted – Sock it to ‘em! submitted February 23, 2020.
Homeowners, who volunteered to do the “right thing” with respect to renewable energy in the
past, are being penalized in 2020 with more and oppressive regulation, higher taxes and fees,
exorbitant “all-electric” upgrade costs, loss of energy diversity, and the removal of a safe and
secure environment in which to live.
[5] Hoodwinking the Homeowner, submitted March 1, 2020. Soon, an EV car will be classified as
an electric appliance, mandated for use by homeowners in the State of California. Government
creates the all-electric market for the home and for personal transportation. Along the way, the
government will also commandeer the power you generate from retrofitted all-electric homes in
order to stabilize PG&E’s overburdened and failing electric grid. Homeowners, through costly
reach codes, bear the entire upfront capital costs. Property owners are being compelled to install
a rooftop solar system ($25,000), provision for an all-electric vehicle charger in the garage
($2,000), install solar battery backup ($30,000), and eventually buy an EV ($45,000). This overreaching “grand” plan makes residents operate as a utility producer, become a utility storage
resource and compelled to supply power back to the electric grid when it’s over-taxed. That
latter item deals with the costly vehicle-to-grid interface you’ll soon be compelled to purchase
too, not to mention further increased electric rates to the tune of 30 percent for upgrading the
ignored electrical infrastructure.
[6] Confiscation of Rooftops, submitted March 15, 2020. New homeowners will see the cost of
their new homes rise from between $30,000 to $50,000. Current property owners will be faced
with a minimum $100,000 tab to retrofit their homes to all-electric service as the state’s utility
operators are forced to turn off the gas to community after community in the next decade. Some
cities in Sonoma County, in order to curry political favor with State leaders, have already
invoked unnecessary natural gas bans – Windsor and Santa Rosa. It may be “eco,” but it’s not
homeowner friendly.
[7] TRC, November 2016, Palo Alto Electrification Final Report, Prepared for the City, pp.1, 4,
20, 21.
[8] Synapse Energy Economics, October 2018, Decarbonization of Heating Energy Use
in California Buildings, p. 36.
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[9] The New Building Institute is promoting the false narrative that heat-pump water heaters
(HPWHs) have suddenly become more cost-effective to operate. They use a spreadsheet to
argue that, in theory, new HPWHs cost less than natural gas water heaters to operate ($227
versus $252). However, the spreadsheet uses an overly optimistic energy factor plus an
incorrect, low-balled electric rate. Correcting for these “errors” shows that the natural gas water
heater ($252) is half as expensive as operating an HPWH ($542).
------------------------------

Rob Koslowsky,
Author of The Tubbs Fire.
Also author of The Upstart Startup & Breach of Trust.
Author's page
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California Homeowners Will be Faced with a $100,000 Upgrade
– Unless Your Home was Built After 2017, But Even Then . . .
“There are numerous organizations dedicated to telling California homeowners what
to buy. The California Energy Commission, in concert with local jurisdictions is one
such group, propelled by climate activists, paid consultants, and non-profits – BayRen,
Building Decarbonization Coalition ((BDC) note: “Coal” in the name), Gridworks,
Sunstone Strategies, Emerald Cities Collaborative (ECC), E3, the New Buildings
Institute (NBI), Sierra Club, Association for Energy Affordability (AEA), and NRDC –
fixated on a single agenda item: to take away all natural gas appliances, no matter the
cost.
– Appliance Savings Touted for “All-Electric Houses” Should Be Challenged, R.K.
Koslowsky, submitted February 9, 2020

The California Energy Commission (CEC) and Building Standards Commission (BSC)
have been overly aggressive on mandating rooftop solar for all new residential
construction. Forcing the purchase of solar systems went from being an idea bandied
about in CEC Staff Reports during 2015 and 2016 to becoming bad public policy
incorporated into the 2019 Building Code. I wouldn’t be surprised to see “natural gas
switched off and batteries become compulsory” during the next building code go-around
in less than three years. This mandate will follow Governor Newsom’s dictate that all
gasoline-powered automobiles will be banned by 2035.
I agree with analysts’ assertions who tell me that a balanced view must be taken to
arrive at answers to the question, “What is best?”
What I witnessed, however, during a Sonoma Clean Power presentation to the City of
Cloverdale (my new city after we rebuilt away from Santa Rosa subsequent to the 2017
Tubbs Fire) was an inaccurate portrayal of all-electric housing cost savings and an
unconvincing assertion to end the fossil fuel era sooner rather than later. That was
during the fall of 2019.
Something didn’t feel right and so I began investigating and researching the information
provided in these public forums. It’s then I discovered almost no information about
“what is bad” regarding all-electric residential construction but lots of information and
force-fit conclusions that keeping natural gas in buildings [1] would destroy the earth.
Consequently, I focused “on the challenges of one side (electrification)” since at least a
dozen other organizations had, in their frenzy to do so, addressed “the challenges of the
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other side (keeping gas).” Many of these think tanks, non-profits, and decarbonization
zealots promoted slogans and posted faulty Q & As about reach codes, especially allelectric reach codes. When challenged, they refused to correct glaring errors and went
silent (e.g. BayRen and its Q&A, E3 and its economic analyses, etc.).
However, when asked by related groups about my analyses that current homeowners
would be faced with a $100,000-plus tab to terminate natural gas service and convert
their house’s structure to accommodate all-electric operation, I submitted the following
table:
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Table courtesy R.K. Koslowsky, version 2.0, September 2020

Yet ‘to be determined’ in the right-hand column are the costs associated for each home,
depending upon the year it was built, to include code upgrades to even be able to
support the all-electric suite of mandates. For example, an energy efficient home must
have upgraded insulation in order to provide any form of savings touted by electric
space heating mandates. It’s very difficult to add insulation to the walls of an existing
home. The twelve notes supporting this table are available upon request.
It Stinks
Furthermore, the smell test failed. Before I had dropped from sight in late 2017 to
recover and rebuild my life, natural gas was hailed as clean energy and big, billboardlike posters on the sides of buses proclaimed this “fact.”
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Image capture of a scene from the second Jack Reacher (2016) movie

The primary focus of climate activists for the past few years has been on removing
natural gas from buildings, especially targeting homeowners, to the exclusion of all other
carbon-reduction solutions. Why is it that there has been a lack of consideration for
many other and better de-carbonization solutions as I outlined for both regulators and
policymakers on March 8, 2020, in my submission “Why Target Homeowners When Much
Better Solutions Exist?” [2]
Maybe it’s time we pull together the two sides and better define the problem. A roomful
of engineers, rather than activists and appointed political hacks, may do a better job to
solve the challenges of removing excess carbon dioxide from the atmosphere than what
I’ve seen to date. Blaming and shaming homeowners is not a viable solution. Targeting
property owners has become the current form of government intimidation.
“Some faction in State government had an idea to pick on homeowners. Apparently
property owners are the easiest group to coerce, while incrementally making them pay
for the State’s experimental policies and continuing unveiling of oppressive building
codes . . . Many bureaucrats hide behind power point charts, which don’t provide
accurate information for homeowners, let alone make it easy to understand.”
– California Homeowners Targeted – Sock it to ‘em! R.K. Koslowsky, submitted
February 23, 2020
“The Chinese Communist Party and California’s indoctrinators . . . would extinguish
actual education — teaching individuals how, as opposed to what, to think. The
principal difference is that the CCP is more candid than California is about replacing
thinking with the regurgitation of government-stipulated orthodoxies.”
– George Will, Progressives inflicting progress in California, Sept 17, 2020
“Democracy requires an active and informed citizenry.”
– President Obama
{Ask reporters and members of the media, “How are you holding officials
accountable?”}
[1] If a natural gas ban is invoked, Replace-on-Burnout is not a viable option for homeowners.
No flowing gas means in situ units will not function and retain no resale value. While replacing a
gas dryer may not represent a huge financial hardship, replacing an on-demand (gas) water
heater would, especially since they’ve been designed to last in excess of 17 years and already
provide at least a 98% energy efficiency. A return to an electric-based system featuring a large
water tank is a big step backward . . . With respect to direct replacement using heat pump
technology, this is not practical. Furnaces and water heaters are often located in attics and small
closets, respectively, environments not suitable for the space required for proper heat-pump
operation. Furthermore, for an electric heat-pump (e.g. ASHP) to be effective its supposedly
improved performance and cost effectiveness requires “tighter homes,” according to a 2018
study by NEEP, The Smart Energy Home. That means a California home built prior to 2016 will
require further insulation upgrades (to name one efficiency improvement) or else an over-sized
and more costly heat-pump may be required. Such practical replacement scenarios undermine
most study results. This incremental installation cost, among others to produce a “tighter home,”
is not included in most studies’ upgrade cost. The NEEP authors conclude that all-electric heat
pumps are “not cost competitive with natural gas for space and water heating.” And they may
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not be for another 10 to 20 years. A similar finding was described in TRC’s oft-quoted Palo Alto
study of 2016.
[2] An extract from “Why Target Homeowners When Much Better Solutions Exist?” Alternatives
abound and a portion of our excessive tax burden should be re-directed accordingly. Let’s list
them briefly:
1. Carbon Capture & Storage (CC&S) – https://www.llnl.gov/news/new-lab-report-outlines-

ways-california-could-reach-goal-becoming-carbon-neutral-2045
2. Increases in three of the more cost-efficient, utility-scale renewable energy supplies versus
undersized rooftop solar PV systems
a. Utility-scale wind farm growth
b. Geothermal investment
c. Fields of solar panels for a superior cost per electron performance
3. Utility-scale storage with automatic switchover when electric infrastructure fails or is forced
offline (PSPSs, rotating blackouts)
4. Hydrogen energy storage to avoid dunkelflauten (dark doldrums)
a. Weather studies indicate that U.S. power grids will have to compensate
for dunkelflauten lasting as long as two weeks even as renewable energy
percentages rise
5. Repurposing carbon dioxide and methane emissions for productive uses
6. Fixing California’s methane leaks identified by NASA on behalf of the Golden State
7. Mixing hydrogen gas, produced by solar production over-supply, with natural gas to reduce
carbon footprint and make gas delivery even more cost-effective
8. Establish coastal desalination plants for drinking water
9. Gravity assisted energy generation in tall buildings (large metro areas)
10. Motion assisted energy generation along busy highways
11. Wearables (clothing) energy generation for device charging
12. Ocean beaches (not the ocean itself) acting as a carbon sink
13. Of course, plant more trees, but nowhere near utility power lines.
-------------------------

Rob Koslowsky,
Author of The Tubbs Fire.
Also author of The Upstart Startup & Breach of Trust.
Author's page
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New Buildings Institute Needs to Check Their Mathematics
The CEC-CARB reports that greenhouse gas emissions have been declining in California
for years now and emissions due to homeowner methane leaks does not even register
on the State’s tracking reports. It begs the question, “Why would there ever be a
homeowner ban on natural gas service that offers at least a 250-year supply available
for all American homeowners?”
– Figures 5 (1b & 1c) and 8 show overall GHG emissions dropping and residential
methane production doesn’t even warrant a mention.
https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/201912/Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reductions ada.pdf

“I do understand the cost-effective complexities and it is not our position to say
HPWHs are currently cost-effective, but rather to prompt and prepare for the
technology needs to meet improved efficiency targets over electric resistance [water
heaters] and decarbonization targets over [natural gas water heaters].”
– Cathy Higgins, Research Director, NBI, August 25, 2020

In mid-September 2020, I received an e-mail from the New Buildings Institute (NBI),
highlighting their efforts to promote the deployment of Heat-Pump Water Heaters
(HPWHs) across California, even though they’re not cost-effective.
It turns out that HPWHs must be installed in all new homes built in 2020 and beyond, as
mandated by the State’s all-electric reach code. They must also be connected to rooftop
solar systems and soon, they must be integrated with solar battery backup, as well as
an upgraded smart grid. Traditional electric resistance water heaters (ERWHs) are also
banned since they cost significantly more to operate for the production of hot water.
No more gas water heaters will be allowed to be deployed, neither the tankless, ondemand variety nor the tried and true tanked versions, which come in real handy during
a rotating blackout, a PG&E PSPS, or outages from failing electrical infrastructure. These
natural gas water heaters, which millions of California homeowners currently operate,
continue to provide hot water during a power outage.
HPWHs Cost More to Operate, Not Less ($$)
1
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We’ll set aside that fact that this is bad public policy and focus on the mathematics.
Heat-Pump Water Heaters, contrary to the information furnished by NBI, cost more to
operate than natural gas water heaters.
The operating cost of an HPWH is typically $542, more than double the cost of operating
a natural gas water heater ($252), according to NBI’s own table-based calculations, not
the touted $227. Below is the annotated table, developed with an energy consultant who
handpicked optimistic and unrealistic assumptions to ensure the desired answers would
appear.
The selection made for NBI’s table requires heat-pump water heater performance to
achieve a 3.5 Energy Factor (EF), but in typical usage, HPWHs tend to operate with an
EF around 2 to 2.5 [1].
Furthermore, the costs to operate a typical HPWH with an EF of 2.5 (instead of 3.5) and
North Bay electrical rates of 29 cents/kWh (instead of 17) puts operating costs of
HPWHs at $542, which is more than double of the figure in NBI’s table [2,3].
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Because of its combustion, a natural gas water heater produces heat more quickly than
its electric counterparts. As a result, the recovery rate and first-hour rating (FHR)—two
numbers that help consumers determine if a unit will meet their household’s needs—
tend to be higher for gas water heaters than they are for comparable electric models
with the same manufacturer and tank size. This is a good thing for homeowners wanting
hot water.
BayRen, known for pushing all-electric reach codes, also concedes this point, “Rheem's
55 gallon unit can deliver 70 gallons of hot water in the first hour, enough for about four
showers. For comparison, Rheem's gas equivalent delivers 79 gallons in the first hour.”
Most builders and homeowners already knew this: a gas water heater produces 10 to 20
percent more hot water than an electric one.
When there is too much demand for hot water, resistive heating coils, like those on an
electric stove, are activated so that the electric heat-pump water heater can satisfy the
increased demand. Activation of heating coils rapidly drives up the amount of electricity
needed to produce hot water. This is one reason I asked for NBI’s study to perform a
sensitivity analysis for first-hour water consumption greater than 70 gallons per day,
since greater demand, typical in most households, would further drive up the costs to
operate an HPWH.
Reliability and Maintenance ($$)
Generally, tank-based water heaters last an average of 10 to 13 years, while natural gas
tankless units (on-demand) last up to 20 years or longer. The average for electric heatpump water heaters is similar to the tank-based heaters of the past, projected to be 12
to 15 years. Field performance of HPWHs has yet to be proven. However, they are much
more costly to repair or replace when they do fail.
The other costs that need to be factored in for such studies are maintenance and repair
costs. HPWHs require filter changes whereas gas water heaters do not. In areas of hard
alkaline water, scale buildup may occur on the HPWH’s condenser coil. Cleaning this
scale can be simple or complicated, depending on the heat-pump water heater design.
HPWH technology is considerably more complex than a conventional gas (or even
resistive coil-based electric) water heater, so when repairs are necessary, they will be
more costly. Parts that may require repair or replacement over the life of the heat-pump
water heater include compressors, water pumps, fan motors, and expansion devices.
How often and how much are these repairs required for HPWHs?
New Home Construction and Existing Homes Under a Forced All-Electric Upgrade
Mandate ($$$)
Then comes the cost and attendance performance issues for homeowners.
It’s well-known that heat-pump water heaters cost much more than natural gas water
heaters and require 10-times as much physical space for their installation, among other
limitations.
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Granted, higher SEER AC systems are more expensive (initial first cost or IFC), just like
higher COP (Coefficient of Performance) heat-pump systems. This
comparative information needs to be provided so the average consumer can make an
informed choice as to what SEER or COP rating is optimal for their budget. This assumes
they even have a choice. It’s becoming confusing for property owners over how to heat
their water especially when a mandated all-electric solution is being forced upon new
homeowners and particularly when most buyers prefer a diverse energy choice. Many
Sonoma County officials believe such State dictates make the county less resilient [4].
They’ve told me so.
Property owners will soon discover that the denominator of COP, the “BTUs” of electricity
used, will be forced upward significantly (a reduced COP) when installed in existing
homes not optimized for all-electric construction. Most homes in California are not
“sealed” and lack sufficient insulation to take advantage of heat-pump technology with
respect to cooling or heating in the form of Heat-Pump Space Heaters (HPSHs) either
[5].
Touting superior efficiency performance without the attendant cost factors for HPWH
installation is misleading. Collaboration with industry leaders needs to be included in any
assessment released to the public. Having a Blu-ray DVD without a Blu-ray player, for
example, sacrifices a potentially superior picture and sound, just like having an HPWH
without a large enough space for it be installed (or without a smart interface for the
utility to control the homeowner’s unit) compromises its theoretically-projected and
intended performance metrics.
HPWHs Demand A Smart Network and Rooftop Solar Arrays ($$$)
Time of Use (TOU) energy rates have been touted for years but haven’t brought
consumer benefits. Furthermore, with respect to NRDC’s push for the CEC’s JA-13, a
demand management system requirement per appliance, this requirement drives up the
cost of both the HPWH and its installation in new homes. On top of that, a reliable WiFi
network must be operational (likely a cloud App) in order to “fulfill the primary function
of the system.” Such added cost and complexity and increased maintenance defeats the
purpose of using HPWHs. Homeowners prefer simple and easy when it comes to their
home appliances.
With regard to privacy rights, homeowners are concerned that HPWH demand
management signals “may be sent from a local utility or a remote aggregator [service].”
Specifications demand that “when connected remotely, the System shall make the
following data available: Demand Management Override Status, Demand Management
Disabled Status; power demand (watts); cumulative energy consumption (watt-hours);
total energy storage capacity (watt-hours), available energy storage capacity (watthours).” Most homeowners don’t care about such data, but they do wonder who is using
this collected information and why? Ultimately, they simply want hot water when they
turn the tap on.
Furthermore, homeowners do not want to be told they must sacrifice their rooftop for a
solar array to make up for the State’s lack of electric supply and fledging backup
storage, and that solar panels are now needed to power less reliable HPWHs: “The
4
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[HPWH] System shall be operated in a manner that increases self-utilization of the PV
array output, responds to utility rates, responds to demand response signals, and/or
other strategies that achieve equal or greater benefits.”
I’ve pointed out to the State’s consultant, E3, that their study, which NBI also
references, is flawed. For example:
“If someone is forced to add solar panels to new construction, the typical housing price
for a 2,500-square foot structure, increases by $50,000 due to solar panels and storage
for battery back-up (23 hours). If it’s also forcibly added to a home with mixed electric
and natural gas service, the mixed home is penalized with the same $50,000 cost
burden. The question has to be answered, “Why add solar in the first place, if the utility
operator is providing renewable energy through its own solar, wind, and geothermal
resources?” Why make solar panels mandatory when the voluntary approach has worked
for the past two decades? Why pick solar over wind for the 2019 residential building
code? What is the process for securing a waiver for using mixed services (electric and
gas) or installing residential wind instead of solar? Why force the use of all-electric
appliances that are not widespread and cost more to install and operate?”
If NBI is only promoting Heat-Pump Water Heaters because of a decarbonization or Zero
Net Energy (ZNE) goal, their current operational cost scenario is a false narrative.
Carbon capture is a better way to go for decarbonization rather than targeting and
disrupting homeowners’ lives. But that’s a story for subsequent discussions.
“The solar blackouts highlight a cruel irony of life amid California’s climate crisis: Over
the last few years, homeowners began [voluntarily] investing in rooftop systems and
batteries to hedge against intentional power outages aimed at preventing wildfires.
But now some blazes have become so large, they’re effectively shutting down the
solar.”
– When Smoke Blotted Out the Sun, Rooftop Solar Withered, Bloomberg, September
11, 2020
[1] Sources for use of a more conservative EF come from U.S. DOE, Federal Energy
Management Program’s Federal Technology Alerts, U.S. DOE’s Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Network, Consumer Energy Information: EREC Reference Briefs, and the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory.
[2] The energy usage per day for such analyses typically uses an EF of 2.0, not a 3.5 factor. It’s
also based on the DOE test procedure for hot water heaters, “which assumes an incoming water
temperature of 58°F, hot water temperature of 135°F, and total hot water production of 64.3
gallons per day, which is the average usage for a household size of three people.”
[3] I just received my end of August PG&E bill (with Sonoma Clean Power) and the tier 1 base
rate is 24 cents per kWh, but after a few hundred kWhs the tier 2 rate kicks in for the next 700
kWhs at 31 cents. Combining these sets of numbers produces an overall rate of 29 cents per
kWh, even higher than the 26 cents per kWh I highlighted to NBI previously.
[4] A member of Sonoma County’s Department of Emergency Management told me in
September 2020, “While I am not up on the technical part, I do think mixed fuel = redundancy,
5
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so always the best choice.” Her priority is to ensure resiliency for county residents, hence the
importance of having reliable supplies of both electricity and natural gas.
[5] My daughter’s family purchased a home in Ukiah, California, built during the 1960s. It lacked
insulation in the walls and had very little in the attic. They spent over $2,000 to have insulation
sprayed between the studs in the walls of the structure and attic insulation blown in to increase
the R-factor. This allowed the family’s heating and air conditioning units to stop running
continuously during cold spells and heat waves, respectively.

---------------------------Rob Koslowsky,
Author of The Tubbs Fire.
Also author of The Upstart Startup & Breach of Trust.
Author's page
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Irene Camacho-Werby
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ROB KOSLOWSKY <rob.koslowsky@sbcglobal.net>
Monday, October 12, 2020 6:01 AM
Melanie Bagby; Gus Wolter; Marta Cruz; Mary Ann Brigham; Jason Turner; David Kelley; Kevin
Thompson; Irene Camacho-Werby; Rafael Miranda; Susie Holmes
ROBERT KOSLOWSKY
On the Residential Solar Rooftop Mandate

Mandating Rooftop Solar: It’s a Bust!
“While rooftop solar should not be discouraged, it is bad public policy to impose this
responsibility and financial burden on those who choose not to operate their own
systems, when large scale professionally managed systems can provide renewable
power more efficiently and reliably.”
– John Lowry, a member of the Sonoma County Planning Commission and a retired
executive director of Burbank Housing, September 2020

On September 23, 2020, I held a conference call with one of Sonoma County’s planning
commission members, John Lowry. We discussed rooftop solar, which was recently
mandated by the State of California for all new residential construction, as a matter of
public policy. John sees all-electric construction, however, as an alternative to the
mandate for rooftop solar panels and the anticipated home power storage requirement.
Although we may disagree on the use of natural gas going forward, we both strongly
resonate with utility operators providing solar energy, not individual homeowners forced
to do so.
Our discussion emerged as a result of Lowry’s November 2019 policy paper entitled
Housing and Our Clean Energy Future coupled with my concerns as a homeowner over
such forced government mandates compelling property owners to sacrifice their rooftop
for the state and thereby act as utility operators.
We found common ground over the adoption of this bad public policy, the rooftop solar
mandate, included in California’s 2019 Building code, effective January 1, 2020. While
neither one of us had any qualms with an individual homeowner choosing to join
Governor Schwarzenegger’s million solar rooftop challenge, we both strenuously object
to the forcing of all homeowners to sacrifice their rooftops to house solar panels. The
reasons for this reticence are so many they boggle the mind:
1. The State’s rooftop solar policy is not a simple fee-based responsibility, but an
onerous financial burden and an unnecessary operational hardship for every homeowner
and their heirs.
2. The historical suite of solar rebates is coming to an end as federal rebates disappear
and utility-funded credits on energy bills drastically shrink. No longer will a rooftop solar
installation pay for itself [1].
1
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3. The significantly higher home costs raises property taxes, so there has been little
pushback from most municipalities to date. However, rooftop solar will no longer provide
the energy payback it once did [1] and will actually result in reduced home valuations on
the resale market, according to local real estate agents.
4. The complex solar system mandated is not only undersized for most residential
properties, but it also does not provide backup electricity during rotating blackouts,
utility-imposed PSPSs, or electric grid failures.
5. Rooftop solar does not provide electricity at a steady, reliable rate, since its
availability is, at best, only 28% across Sonoma County, and this excludes severe
curtailment of electric production during high temperatures and smoky and/or ash-filled
skies.
6. Coupled with an all-electric mandate, rooftop solar will one day compel all
homeowners enjoying the benefits of natural gas to forgo their appliances – furnaces,
water heaters, fireplaces, dryers, stoves and cooktops, and more – and replace them
with more costly and lower performing electric ones. This is an added financial and
operational hardship.
7. Rooftop solar will not result in zero net or carbon free home energy, and it will more
than double the cost of producing solar versus utility-scale solar.
8. Compelling this massive cost for every rooftop installation will disqualify new
entrants into the home-buying market and put upward pressure on rents. Adding
$40,000 to mortgage financing for rooftop solar will disqualify many potential
homebuyers and require landlords to jack up monthly rents on both homes and vacation
rentals. It begs the question of county supervisors, “Doesn’t Sonoma County generate
much of its revenue from a 12% transient occupancy tax (‘bed tax’)?”
9. Rooftop solar is another regulatory fiat that will be driving even higher housing
increases beyond the greater than 150% rise experienced between 2000 and 2019.
10. Like marijuana grow houses [2], rooftop solar puts a strain on the electric grid,
requiring upgrades to distribution transformers and the like. In addition to developers of
new subdivisions passing this cost on as higher housing prices to new home buyers,
homeowners of existing subdivisions will be paying for these network upgrades directly
or through further increases in electric rates. What is the cost to rip up streets to replace
underground wires for higher capacity?
11. To finance rooftop solar systems, the homeowner often has to sacrifice their
Renewable Energy Credits or RECs, a tradable financial asset. Suspicious is the California
Energy Commission’s trafficking in RECs [3]. This appointed (unelected) body has an
incentive to increase rooftop solar installations through financial subsidies. Using sleight
of hand, they purposefully assume control over homeowners’ financial assets and sell
them on a private, institutional exchange. The old adage, “follow the money,” comes to
mind.
2
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So there you have it, a quick summary of what is a stellar example of bad public policy –
mandated rooftop solar as part of California’s flawed 2019 Building Code.
“The constraint for solar and wind is their variability. They do not produce electricity
at a steady reliable rate because solar needs sunshine and wind needs
wind. Technologies for energy storage and efficient long distance transmission do
exist; however, these will need to be in place before solar and wind could actually
become the mainstays of an entirely renewable energy system. This constraint affects
solar and wind power regardless of the scale at which it is developed.”
– John Lowry, a member of the Sonoma County Planning Commission and a retired
executive director of Burbank Housing, September 2020
[1] Solar Devalued by 400 Percent: SMUD, for example, identified that its non-solar-producing
customers pay $45 a year extra in costs, a cost that will continue to grow. If nothing else
happens, this added cost to those customers without rooftop solar will see their utility bills
double to $90 annually by 2030. It’s been recognized that solar is nowhere near as
advantageous as it once was. SMUD’s study reveals the current value of solar is 3-7 cents per
kWh. This is about 50-75% lower than the utility’s reimbursement paid to its solar customers
under the current NEM rate, currently pegged at 12 cents per kWh. SMUD notes, “In 2030, that
increases to 16 cents per kWh . . . This means the under-collection of our fixed costs will
3
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increase substantially and the costs will be shifted to non-solar customers.” It’s likely that SMUD
and other utilities will begin to value rooftop generation at 3 cents per kWh, or less, going
forward, thereby rectifying the issue of the too-generous credits. That translates into a 400%
reduction in solar production credits for electric bills of owners of rooftop solar homes.
Excerpt from: When Did Getting Solar Right Go So Wrong? R.K. Koslowsky, submitted
September 14, 2020. See also: https://www.smud.org/en/Rate-Information/Getting-solarright.
[2] Talk about lighting up: A single joint of cannabis is equivalent, in energy terms, to a 100watt light bulb that has run for 17 hours straight.
[3] It’s about time our state government and its appointed energy commission explained their
“behind closed doors” behavior and flawed rationale for sustaining self-serving solar regulations
within the 2019 building code. I outlined this issue in All-Electric Homeowners Becoming Wary of
the State’s Shell Game – Is California Secretly Bailing Out PG&E Due to the wRECking crew? R.K.
Koslowsky, submitted May 17, 2020.

--------------------Rob Koslowsky,
Author of The Tubbs Fire.
Also author of The Upstart Startup & Breach of Trust.
Author's page
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Item No. 2b
From:
To:

Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

Gus Wolter
Kevin Thompson; Mark Rincon; Rafael Miranda; Irene Camacho-Werby
Fwd: Sidewalk obstruction
Tuesday, August 25, 2020 9:45:57 AM
imaqe2.jpeg
image3.jpeg

Sony I forgot the pictures
Thanks Gus

Begin fo1warded message:
From: "ron@ronweigelt.com" <ron@ronweigelt.com>
Date: August 25, 2020 at 9:25:38 AM PDT
To: Gus Wolter <gwolter@ci.cloverdale.ca.us>
Subject: Sidewalk obstruction

I
R

Hello Mayor,
I realize these are hectic and chaotic times. When things settle down a bit could you ask
someone to have the prop e1ty owners cut the plants back from the sidewalk? This is on
the west side of the street going south across from Clover Springs on Cloverdale Blvd.
Thanks!
Ron Weigelt
Cloverdale
Sent from my iPhone
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Thank you Kevin I have been in touch with Rafeal this morning and he is going to send me some contact
information. I will make contact with the owner.
Thanks Gus

On Aug 25, 2020, at 10:38 AM, Kevin Thompson <kthompson@ci.cloverdale.ca.us>
wrote:

Hi Gus,
As you know we have a long history of sending the owner of the car wash letters
regarding the poor state of the facility. I drove by there the other day, and yes its
starting to look really bad again. I’ll ask Rafael to send him another letter.
At this point, we might want to step it up and consider more drastic steps. I’ll add this
item to Planning and Sustainability Subcommittee to lay out options.
Thanks
Kevin
From: Gus Wolter <gwolter@ci.cloverdale.ca.us>
Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2020 9:47 AM
To: Irene Camacho‐Werby <iwerby@ci.cloverdale.ca.us>
Cc: Kevin Thompson <kthompson@ci.cloverdale.ca.us>; Rafael Miranda
<RMiranda@ci.cloverdale.ca.us>; Mark Rincon <mrincon@ci.cloverdale.ca.us>
Subject: Fwd: Car wash urban blight
FYI
Thanks Gus

Begin forwarded message:
From: Gus Wolter <gwolter@ci.cloverdale.ca.us>
Date: August 25, 2020 at 9:41:30 AM PDT
To: Rafael Miranda <RMiranda@ci.cloverdale.ca.us>
Subject: Fwd: Car wash urban blight
Can we talk?
Thanks Gus
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Begin forwarded message:
From: "ron@ronweigelt.com" <ron@ronweigelt.com>
Date: August 25, 2020 at 9:31:52 AM PDT
To: Gus Wolter <gwolter@ci.cloverdale.ca.us>
Subject: Car wash urban blight

<image001.jpg>
<image002.jpg>
<image003.jpg>
<image004.jpg>
<image005.jpg>
Hi Mayor,
This car wash is not really functional. It looks awful and
is not a value to the residents of the City. Is there a city
code with some standards the owner must adhere to? If
not, could one be created?
Thanks,
Ron Weigelt
Cloverdale

Sent from my iPhone
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Hi Mayor,
This car wash is not really functional. It looks awful and is not a value to the residents of
the City. Is there a city code with some standards the owner must adhere to? If not, could
one be created?
Thanks,
Ron Weigelt
Cloverdale
Sent from my iPhone
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Item No. 4

DRAFT MINUTES
PLANNING AND SUSTAINABILITY SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
Meeting Date:
Meeting Time:
Meeting Location:

Tuesday, August 18, 2020
4:00 p.m.
Teleconference

Subcommittee Members:
Chair Gus Wolter, Mayor
Vice Chair Mary Ann Brigham, Councilmember

Assistant City Manager/CDD Kevin Thompson
City Manager David Kelley

1. Call to Order: Chair Wolter, Vice Chair Mary Ann Brigham, and Assistant City Manager/CDD
Thompson were all present by teleconference pursuant to the provisions of the Governor’s
Executive Order N-29-20, which suspended certain requirements of the Brown Act.
2. Communications: Chair Wolter acknowledged receipt of the following communications:
a. Communications from Rob Koslowsky - “All-Electric Reach Codes”
b. Communication from Elsa Castellano-Halbach - Dog Park Research
3. Public Comment: None.
4. Approved Minutes: June 16, 2020
5. Current Items for Discussion
a) Review climate change and sustainability projects/technologies
Assistant City Manager/CDD Thompson provided an update on current projects to the
subcommittee including, Tesla Agreements for Self-Generation Incentive Program Funding for a
Backup Energy Storage System at the City of Cloverdale Wastewater Treatment Plant,
and an energy audit of City Buildings by Pacific Gas & Electric. Vice Chair Brigham would like to see
a similar audit done at the Cloverdale Performing Arts Center.
Public comment: None.
b) Update on Six Acres Water Company/South Cloverdale Water Company
Assistant City Manager/CDD Thompson reported that the pre-annexation agreement continues to
be discussed. The state may force consolidation. LAFCO could further complicate matters, and it
could be difficult to bring the area up to city standards. Vice Chair Brigham inquired if other water
agencies are pursuing annexations. The South Cloverdale Water Company is going through the
same process. Chair Wolter would like the agreement negotiations be specific to providing clean
water.
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Public comment: Bob Cox, Cloverdale resident, spoke in support of the negotiations being about
the water quality.
c) Update on Sonoma County Transit Route 68
Mr. Thompson reported that Bryan Albee, SCTA has reviewed the requested changes but cannot
commit to changes until the fall. With the Baumgardner Ranch Project, Mr. Thompson will discuss
the possibility of extending service by Sonoma County Transit. Chair Wolter is seeking to get an
additional stop on the other side of the bridge, on the County side, which will aid student
commuting. Chair Wolter also acknowledged receiving correspondence from Cheryl Steele in the
Kings Valley Senior Apartments. Chair Wolter recommended and referred the item to the Public
Works and Facilities Subdivision Meeting for further discussions.
Public Comment: Bob Cox, Cloverdale resident, requested the Route 68 Bus Schedule be updated
on the City’s website.
d) Dog Park Location
Mr. Thompson has been in discussions with the developer of the Baumgardner Project and has
expressed the City would like to see a dog park and other recreation areas within the
development.
Public Comment: Diane Spencer acknowledged that she and Elsa Castellano-Halbach continue
researching possible dog park locations. She has been in contact with an owner of land that has
the potential to be a proposed location, near Healdsburg Avenue and Clark Street. Ms. Spencer
inquired if the City could provide an authorization letter for both her and Castellano-Halbach to
conduct research on potential dog park locations. Staff will follow-up and may contact the
property owners referred, directly.
e) Update Community Development Planning Log
Mr. Thompson reported on current projects. The Baumgardner Project continues to move forward
in its process. The Taylor Lynn Apartments Project was taken to the Planning Commission earlier
this month, they had requested changes and the developer will return at a future meeting to
address the changes. The Commission also approved the Ledson & Ledson Construction Company
request for design review, general plan land use map amendment and zoning map amendment
application to construct 21 multi-family residential units, with one detached managers unit and
related site improvements. The City received a notification that Vista Oaks was for sale. The
Alexander Wellness Center develop agreement continues to be negotiated in a positive manner.
The Cherry Creek Project continues to move forward. Staffs continues to be in contact with
representatives of the Dry Creek Rancheria Project.
Public Comment: Bob Cox, Cloverdale resident, inquired on the delays of the sidewalk
improvements near Furber Ranch Plaza. Mr. Thompson responded that the project has been
delayed due to the City being in dispute with the contractor and is working towards a resolution.
f) Follow up information on Reach Codes
No new information was available for reporting. Staff continues to discuss options to hold a virtual
workshop to obtain feedback from developers. Due to the current Pandemic the Subcommittee
agreed to keep this as a standing item.
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Public Comment: None.
6. Information Only Memos – None.
7. Future Agenda Items (subject to change) – None.
8. Pending Items – None.
9. Good of the Order – None.
10. Adjournment: Chair Wolter adjourned the meeting at 5:03 p.m., to next scheduled meeting on
October 20, 2020 at 4:00 p.m.
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Item No. 5a
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10/1/2020

ICD Mail - Fwd: Cloverdale Family

Jake Lingo <jlingo@icdemail.com>

Fwd: Cloverdale Family
1 message

Lori Koester <lkoester@corpoffices.org>
To: Jake Lingo <jlingo@icdemail.com>

Wed, Sep 23, 2020 at 4:54 PM

FYI.
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Rojas, Roberto A" <rrojas@winnco.com>
Date: September 23, 2020 at 4:52:58 PM PDT
To: Lori Koester <lkoester@corpoffices.org>, "Luna, Guadalupe" <gluna@winnco.com>
Subject: RE: Cloverdale Family

Hello, see attached, in one document you will have all guidelines and what qualiﬁes as farm
labor as deﬁned by USDA to be eligible for the USDSA 514 Farm Labor Program, this is ﬁrst
attachment 12 A goes through and clariﬁes what speciﬁc jobs and job functions that make
applicants eligible for the USDA 514 Farm Labor program, the second document includes
attachment 12 A but it covers loan applicant guidelines and requirements for the applicant that
is applying for the USDA 514 Farm Labor Loan to build said housing.

One misunderstanding by the general public is that all your income must come from Farm Labor
in order to qualify for USDA 514 Farm Labor housing, the actual requirement is that the head of
household must make substantial income from farm labor as deﬁned by the USDA, they
quantify substantial as being $5,772.50, also this person must be a legal permanent resident or
a citizen, there are provisions for H2A visa holders which are temporary work visas but the rules
change a bit for these type of visa holders.

The misunderstanding of the general public is and has been that the whole household or the
head of household must earn all of their income from farm labor which is not the case,
example: I am the head of household and have legal status, I work part time during the grape
harvest and part time during the pear processing period, I earn $6,000 combined from both
seasonal jobs which meets the minimum farm labor income requirement which makes me
eligible for the program, does not mean I will be approved as of yet but would be eligible. After
the two seasonal jobs I now go look for work as a cook, hotel cleaner etc. I can work in other
industries and be eligible for the USDA 514 farm labor program as long as I earn the minimum
farm labor income requirement which is $5,772.50 and my other income from other sources
does not put me as over income per the USDA maximum income requirements.

Let me know if this helps and is what you were looking for

Roberto Rojas | WinnCompanies
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CHAPTER 12: FARM LABOR HOUSING
LOANS AND GRANTS

12.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the loan and grant origination process for Farm Labor Housing
projects. While the origination process for loans and grants to these projects has many
similarities to the process for Section 515 loans, there are several important differences. This
chapter will highlight the additional requirements and procedures that are specific to the process
of making Farm Labor Housing loans and grants.
When processing Farm Labor Housing loan or grant applications, Loan Originators will
follow the basic procedures presented in Chapters 4 and 5. While these chapters focus on the
procedures for processing Section 515 loan applications, these procedures also apply to farm
labor housing. This chapter supplements this guidance by describing how these procedures
apply to farm labor housing.
Section 1 discusses the loan and grant origination process for Off-Farm Labor Housing
projects, including the selection of applications through a Notice of Funding Availability
(NOFA) process, the awarding of funding on a ranking basis, and the processing of applications
through State Offices.
Section 2 details the procedures for processing applications for On-Farm Labor Housing
loans, including the award of funds through the National Office on a first-come, first-served
basis, and the review and processing of applications by the Field Office.

SECTION 1: OFF-FARM LABOR HOUSING LOANS AND GRANTS
12.2

OVERVIEW

Off-Farm Labor Housing projects are designed to increase the supply of affordable
housing for farm laborers regardless of the farm where they work. Loans, grants, or both may
finance these projects. Developers of these projects may apply for Agency rental assistance
contracts. In addition, under Section 516(i) of the Housing Act of 1949 (42 U.S.C. 1486(i)), the
Agency may award technical assistance grants to eligible private and public nonprofit agencies
to encourage the development of farm labor housing.
Off-farm labor housing is normally developed by broad-based nonprofit organizations or
public bodies that see a need for labor housing as a specific market area. It is not restricted by
the designated places requirement that applies to Section 515 loans and may be constructed in
either urban or rural areas so long as the applicant can justify the need. Each year the Agency
establishes a specific allocation of funding for the development of off-farm labor housing.
Announcement of this allocation is published annually through a NOFA. Interested applicants
may then submit project applications to their Field Office to seek funding. Just like Section 515
(02-24-05) SPECIAL PN
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projects, applications are selected for further processing, and later, applicants must submit final
applications.
For Section 514 and 516 programs, farm labor is a service or services in connection with
cultivating the soil or raising or harvesting any agriculture or aquaculture commodity; or in
catching, netting, handling, planting, drying, packing, grading, storing, or preserving in the
unprocessed stage, without respect to the source of employment (but not self-employed), any
agriculture or aquaculture commodity; or delivering to storage, market, or a carrier for
transportation to market or to processing any agricultural or aquacultural commodity in its
unprocessed stage. For a more complete description of farm labor, see Attachment 12-A.
12.3

APPLICANT ELIGIBILITY FOR OFF-FARM LABOR HOUSING
[7 CFR 3560.555]
A. Eligible Applicants for Farm Labor Housing Loans
To be eligible for a Section 514 Farm Labor Housing loan, the applicant must meet
the eligibility requirements as described in Section 3 of Chapter 4, and the requirements
established under 7 CFR 3560.555. Applicants must be one of the following to be
eligible:
A broad-based nonprofit organization. A nonprofit entity must meet the requirements
for nonprofit organizations established in Section 3 of Chapter 4, and have a
membership that reflects a variety of interests of the area where the housing will be
located.
A limited partnership with a nonprofit general partner. This type of limited
partnership must meet the requirements established under 7 CFR 3560.55(d).
A nonprofit organization of farmworkers. A nonprofit organization of farmworkers
must have representation on the Board of Directors from the area where the housing
is located. Directors may be elected who are not members of the organization but are
experienced in such fields as real estate management, finance, or related businesses
provided member directors represent a majority of the board.
A Federally recognized Indian tribe.
An agency or political subdivision of State or local government.
B. Eligible Applicants for Farm Labor Housing Grants
To be eligible for a Section 516 Farm Labor Housing grant, the applicant must also
meet the following requirements:

A broad-based nonprofit organization. A local nonprofit entity must meet the
requirements for nonprofit organizations established in Section 3 of Chapter 4, and
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have a membership that reflects a variety of interests of the area where the project
will be located.
A nonprofit organization of farmworkers. A nonprofit organization of farmworkers
must have representation on the Board of Directors from the area where the housing
is located. If member directors represent a majority of the Board, directors who are
not members of the organization may be elected, but they must be experienced in
such fields as real estate management, finance, or related businesses.
A Federally recognized Indian tribe.
An agency or political subdivision of State or local government.
1. Maximum Grant Amount
The maximum grant amount is limited to no more than 90 percent of the total
development cost (TDC) of the project or that portion of the TDC that exceeds the sum of
any amount provided by the applicant from their own resources plus the amount of any
loans approved for the applicant, considering the capacity of the applicant to amortize the
loan. The remaining portion must be available at the time of loan closing and may come
from a variety of sources, including an Off-Farm Labor Housing loan. If a Farm Labor
Housing loan is needed, the applicant will file an application for a combination loan and
grant at the same time.
2. Documented Need for the Project
The applicant must document that the housing and related facilities will fulfill a
pressing need in the area in which the project is or will be located and that there is
reasonable doubt that such housing can be provided without the grant.
12.4

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS

The Agency may award technical assistance grants to eligible private and public
nonprofit agencies. These grant recipients will, in turn, assist other organizations to obtain loans
and grants for the construction of farm labor housing.
Technical assistance services may not be funded under both this paragraph and under
7 CFR 3560.53(o). In addition, technical assistance will not be funded by the Agency when an
identity-of-interest (IOI) exists between the technical assistance provider and the loan or grant
applicant.

12.5

PROJECT ELIGIBILITY
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For a project application to be eligible to receive a loan or grant under the Off-Farm
Labor Housing program, it must meet specific project eligibility requirements. These
requirements include site requirements and design requirements.
A. Site Requirements [7 CFR 3560.558]
Off-Farm Labor Housing projects must comply with the site requirements developed
in 7 CFR 3560.558 with the exception of the requirement that the property be located in a
designated place. Farm labor housing may be developed in both urban and rural areas.
Off-Farm Labor Housing project applications will not be considered for funding
when:
RHS has selected another Farm Labor Housing loan/grant request in the same market
area for further processing;
A previously approved Agency, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), or other assisted Multi-Family Housing project or similar
project in the same market area in which farmworkers are eligible tenants has not
been completed, has not reached its projected occupancy level, or is experiencing
high vacancy levels;
A Special Note Rent (SNR) or similar servicing tool in the same market area is
pending or in effect; or
The need in the market area is for additional rental assistance or similar subsidy, not
for additional housing units.
B. Design Requirements [7 CFR 3560.559]
Applications for Off-Farm Labor Housing loans and grants must meet the design
requirements established in 7 CFR 3560.559.
1. Interior/Exterior Washing Facilities
Applications should consider incorporating interior and exterior washing facilities for
tenants, as necessary to protect the asset and the tenants from excess dirt and chemical
exposure. Such facilities might include a boot washing station, hose bibs, or bathroom
within the dwelling unit that is accessible to the dwelling entrance, depending on the type
of work that farmworkers in the local area perform. Applicants should include
documentation of the type of work that proposed tenant laborers will perform, as well as
what outdoor washing facilities will accommodate the project’s needs as part of the
application.
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2. Seasonal Labor Housing
Seasonal farm labor housing that will be occupied for 8 months or less per year by
migrant farmworkers while they are away from their residence may be constructed in
accordance with RD Instruction 1924-A, Exhibit I, as opposed to RD Instruction 1924-C.
The application should clearly document the standards under which the applicant
proposes to develop the housing.
12.6

LOAN AND GRANT FUND USES
A. Eligible Uses of Funds [7 CFR 3560.53(k) and (o)]
In addition to the eligible uses of loan funds listed in Attachment 4-B, loan and grant
funds may also be used to provide:
Reimbursement for technical assistance received from another nonprofit organization,
including legal, technical, and professional fees of up to 4 percent of TDC to assist in
the organization’s formation and in the development and packaging of a loan
application;
Initial operating expenses of up to 2 percent of the development cost for any type of
applicant except an individual farm owner, family farm corporation or partnership,
an association of farmers, or a limited partnership;
Tenant-related facilities that the applicant can document are necessary, such as
daycare facilities and computer learning centers; and
Facilities for seasonal or temporary use with appropriate furnishings and equipment.
B. Prohibited Uses of Funds [7 CFR 3560.554]
Loan and grant funds may not be used for any purpose prohibited by
7 CFR 3560.554, the same prohibitions that apply to Section 515 loans, except that
Section 514/516 funds may be used to finance the development of housing to serve
primarily temporary and transient residents (see Attachment 4-C).

12.7

SUBMISSION AND PROCESSING OF INITIAL APPLICATIONS
A. Content of Initial Applications
Initial applications for off-farm labor housing have the same basic submission
requirements as Section 515 project applications (see Exhibits 4-6 and 4-7).
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B. Completeness Review
Loan Originators must review initial applications for completeness in accordance
with the instructions in Section 2 of Chapter 4.
C. Eligibility Review
In reviewing an application for eligibility, a loan originator should ensure that the
request for funds is in compliance with Paragraphs 12.3 through 12.6, and in accordance
with Chapter 4. Loan Originators need to remember that the designated places
requirements do not apply to farm labor housing, and applications should not be removed
from processing because of failure to be located in a designated place.
D. Scoring and Ranking of Initial Applications
State Offices will then score and rank initial applications for Farm Labor Housing
loans and grants in accordance with the requirements of the NOFA and the procedures
described in Chapter 4, Section 2. A Loan Review Committee must review the scoring
and the ranking of the applications prior to forwarding them to the National Office for
selection for funding.
E. National Ranking and Selection of Initial Applications
1. Ranking of Initial Applications on the National Level
The Agency will review, score, and rank loan and grant applications according to
criteria periodically published in the NOFA.
Once the ranking and scoring process has been completed in each State, State Offices
must forward all eligible applications to the National Office for selection through the
national funding process.
Each year the National Office will notify State Offices of the deadline for submitting
applications for consideration in the national funding selection process.
2. Selection of Initial Applications by the National Office
Off-Farm Labor Housing applications will be ranked on a national basis according to
the scoring awarded to each application on the local level. Funds will then be awarded to
the top-scoring applications.
If, after award, an applicant chooses not to proceed to the next stage or is not
successful in completing the project, then the next highest-ranked application will be
eligible to use the funds reserved for the unsuccessful project.
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F. Notification of Initial Applications Selection
The National Office will inform each State Office of the initial applications that have
been selected from the State for funding. The State Office, in turn, will notify the
applicants selected by the National Office and invite them to submit a final application in
accordance with Chapter 4. All applicants should receive one of three types of letters.
Any letter that the Agency sends for any reason other than to invite an application, must
include the standard ECOA notice, a copy of which is provided in Attachment 1-A.
1. Handbook Letter 106 (3560), Notice of Pre-application Review Action
This letter would go to all applicants who were selected for further processing in the
national competition.
2. Handbook Letter 107 (3560), A Letter Informing the Applicant of the Lack of
Funds
This letter is sent to all applicants who were not awarded funds in the national
competition. The letter should advise the applicant that if one of the selected applications
does not proceed to the next stage, the applicant’s application could be funded.
3. Handbook Letter 108 (3560), Letter Denying Funding due to Ineligibility
This letter would be sent to any applicant who was not considered for funding
because of ineligibility. Ineligibility would normally be determined before the
application is submitted for funding consideration either on the State or national level.
12.8

FURTHER PROCESSING OF INITIAL APPLICATIONS

For the Off-Farm Labor Housing program, the further processing of initial applications
should be performed in accordance with Chapters 4 and 5. However, because there are
additional requirements for Off-Farm Labor Housing projects, some procedures for reviewing
initial applications are different. These procedures are covered below.
A. Project Eligibility
When reviewing initial applications for project eligibility, Loan Originators must
address the following considerations.
Inform applicants that the proposed project does not have to be located in a rural
location or meet the designated places criteria;
Confirm that the applicant adequately provided for exterior washing facilities in the
project budget; and
Check that the applicant adequately addressed whether the project will be used yearround or seasonally and to what standards the housing will be built.
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B. Applicant Eligibility
When determining applicant eligibility, the Loan Originator must consider the
following items:
The applicant must qualify as one of the five eligible entities listed in Paragraph 12.3.
If applicants are also requesting grant funding, they must have demonstrated or
documented that:
The organization is a permanent one with the purpose of providing low-income
housing for farmworkers;
The source of the balance of the total development costs for the project that would
not be paid for with grant funds; and
The pressing need for the project and that such a need cannot be fulfilled without
grant funding.
C. Project Feasibility
The applicant must demonstrate in the initial application a need for affordable farm
labor housing in the market area as described in Paragraph 4.18. Applicants should
provide the following analysis with their initial application to justify project feasibility:
Current and projected future levels of agricultural activity in the market area; and
Current and projected future levels of need for farmworkers that meets the program
eligibility requirements. The market study must exclude those that are not eligible
(e.g., farmworkers who are not citizens of the United States or legally admitted for
permanent residence).
D. Calculation of the Allowable Grant Amount
The State Office will calculate the allowable grant amount, using an automated cash
flow analysis tool and project economic data furnished by the applicant. Final loan/grant
levels will be determined by assessing area rents, operating and maintenance expenses,
rental assistance availability, the resources of the applicant, and the ability of the
applicant to repay the loan.
12.9

SUBMISSION AND PROCESSING OF FINAL APPLICATIONS
A. Security Value and Borrower Contributions
Loan Originators should follow the processing procedures outlined in Chapter 5 for
Off-Farm Labor Housing projects. A key exception to consider in processing the final
loan applications is that the amount of any grant may not exceed the lesser of 90 percent
of the TDC or that portion of the TDC that exceeds the sum of any amount provided by
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the applicant from their own resources plus the amount of any loans approved for the
applicant, considering the capacity of the applicant to amortize the loan.
1. Determining the Security Value of the Loan
In determining the security value of the Farm Labor Housing project, the Loan
Originator must take into account the total amount of both the loan and the grant
proposed for the project.
2. Determining the Contribution of the Borrower
For projects requesting only a Section 514 loan. The equity contribution of the
borrower will be determined in accordance with Section 3 of Chapter 5.
For projects requesting grant funds. The borrower must comply with
7 CFR 3560.555(b) and ensure that the difference between the grant amount and the
TDC will be covered either from the borrower’s own or other resources. This
variance could be fulfilled in the form of a Section 514 Farm Labor Housing loan.
3. Setting Loan and Grant Rates and Terms [7 CFR 3560.566]
For Off-Farm Labor Housing projects, the interest rate is set at 1 percent. The term of
any loan is 33 years. The term of any grant is for as long as there is a need for the
housing.
B. Establishing a Profit Base on Initial Investment Return
In the case of a limited partnership using tax credits with an equity position, a return
is permissible in accordance with Paragraph 5.12 A through D.
12.10 LOAN/GRANT APPROVAL AND CLOSING [7 CFR 3560.571]
Off-Farm Labor Housing loans and grants will be approved and closed in accordance
with the procedures in Chapters 5 and 8. However, the following additional loan closing
documents will be required.
A. Loan Resolution or Loan Agreement
An organization must have its Board of Directors adopt an Agency-approved loan
resolution and furnish a certified copy for the loan docket before loan approval. All other
loan applicants will execute an Agency-approved loan agreement in accordance with
Chapter 5.
B. Labor Housing Grant Agreement and Resolution
A Farm Labor Housing grant agreement, prepared and authorized by the Agency,
must be dated and executed by the applicant on the date of grant closing. The form of
resolution to be adopted by the applicant must contain policy and procedural
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requirements that should be read and be fully understood by the applicant’s Board of
Directors and officers. Included in the resolution will be provisions authorizing the
Agency to prescribe requirements regarding the operation of the housing and related
facilities and other provisions including the following:
The rents charged tenants must not exceed such amounts as are approved by the
Agency after considering the income of the occupants and the necessary costs of
operation, debt service, and adequate maintenance of the housing;
The housing will be maintained at all times in a safe and sanitary condition in
accordance with standards prescribed by State and local law, and as required by the
Agency; and
In granting occupancy of the housing, an absolute priority will be given at all times to
domestic farm labor.
The obligations incurred by the applicant, as a condition of accepting the grant, will
be in accordance with the Farm Labor Housing grant agreement.
C. Restrictive-Use Provisions
All Farm Labor Housing loans made pursuant to a contract entered into on or after the
effective date of 7 CFR part 3560 are subject to the restrictive-use provisions contained in
7 CFR 3560.72(a)(2). All other Off-Farm Labor Housing loans are subject to the
restrictive-use provisions contained in their loan documents and as outlined in Chapter 15
of HB-3-3560.
12.11 CONSTRUCTION FINANCING
The requirements established in 7 CFR 3560.71 apply to all Farm Labor Housing loans
and grants. In addition, the following requirements apply:
Equity contributions being made by a borrower or grantee must be contributed and
disbursed prior to any disbursement of interim loan funds and any loan or grant funds
from the Agency; and
If the Agency is providing both loan and grant funds, loan funds must be fully
released and expended prior to the release of grant funds by the Agency.
Construction financed with the assistance of a Section 516 grant will be subject to the
provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. 276a – 276a-5 and 276a-7), and the implementing
regulations published by the U.S. Department of Labor in 29 CFR Parts 1, 3, and 5.
12.12 MONITORING CONSTRUCTION AND PROJECT LEASE-UP
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Construction monitoring and project lease-up oversight will be conducted in accordance
with Chapters 8 and 9.
12.13 ESTABLISHING DIMINISHED NEEDS FOR FARM LABOR HOUSING
As a basis for Agency approval or disapproval of the borrower’s determination of
diminished need, the borrower must submit a current analysis of need and demand to the
Agency, identical to the market analysis that is required of a loan applicants in the loan
origination process. This market analysis must determine project viability, economic conditions
and farm worker demographics. The market analysis must determine that, based upon the
market study, local economic conditions will not significantly improve in the next one to two
years. The market study should identify any known changes in the local economy. For example,
if farms were sold to developers to build houses. Market studies or market surveys must identify
farm worker demographics. Furthermore, the market study or market survey must represent
eligible tenants for off-farm labor housing properties. According to 7 CFR 3560.577, eligible
tenants of off-farm labor housing are: citizens of the United States; permanent resident aliens; retired
or disabled domestic farm laborers from the local market who were domestic farm laborers at the time
of retirement or became disabled; and other retired and disabled farm laborers. This summary should
qualify eligible tenants as discussed above within the farm worker demographics sample and
provide the reference/source of the information. All market studies or market surveys must
provide a summary of the sample of farm workers used to document the need for off-farm labor
housing.
In addition to the above viability determinations and market study or market survey criteria,
borrowers must also provide the following:
1. A Form HUD-935.2, stated in part 4 or part 7 efforts to attract eligible tenants of farm
labor housing according to 7 CFR 3560.577;
2. Sample marketing or advertisements representing 7 CFR 3560.577 from the most recent
three years; and
3. Complete Attachment 4-F of this Handbook, to determine diminished need.
If (1) and (2) above do not identify efforts to attract eligible farm labor tenants according to
CFR 3560.577, then (1) or (2) must be updated. Additionally, the borrower must market an
additional 12 months from the initial diminished need request. After 12 months, an updated (1)
and (2) should be submitted.
7 C.F.R. part 3560 section 3560.576(e) allows non-farm laborer tenants to reside in farm
labor housing if the diminished need for such housing has been determined. If a diminished need
is determined, units may be made available to (1) very low-income households, low-income
households and moderate-income households, or (2) persons eligible under the requirements
established to qualify for housing benefits by sources other than Agencies like HUD and LIHTC,
as stated in 7 CFR 3560.152(a)(2) and (3).
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SECTION 2: ON-FARM LABOR HOUSING LOANS
12.14 OVERVIEW
On-Farm Labor Housing projects are designed to increase the supply of affordable
housing for farmworkers and are specific to the farm where those laborers work. Loans funds
are provided to farmowners and associations of farmers who wish to provide housing to the
farmworkers they employ.
On-farm labor housing is also not restricted by the designated places requirements and
may be constructed in either urban or rural areas, on or off the farm, so long as the applicant can
justify the need. Each year the Agency establishes a specific allocation of funding for the
development of on-farm labor housing. Field Offices are notified of this allocation through
RD Instruction 1940-L, which is published in the Federal Register. Interested applicants may
then submit information to their Field Office to determine their likelihood for funding.
Applications are funded on a first-come, first-served basis from National Office funds.
12.15 ON-FARM LABOR HOUSING LOAN CHECKLIST
Applications for on-farm facilities are accepted any time during the year and are funded
on a first-come, first-served basis, based on the availability of funds. On-farm applications
should include the following:
1. Form RD 3560-51 “Multi-Family Housing
Obligation -Fund Analysis”
2. SF 424 “Application For Federal
Assistance”
3. Form RD 1910-11, “Applicant
Certification Federal Collection Policies for
Consumer or Commercial Debts”
4. Form RD 400-4, “Assurance Agreement”
5. Form RD 400-1, “Equal Opportunity
Agreement”
6. Form RD 400-6, “Compliance Statement”
7. Appraisal Report
8. Organizational Documents If Partnership
Or Corporation
9. Survey
10. Form RD 1940-22 “Environmental
Checklist For Categorical Exclusions”
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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11. FEMA Form 81-93 “Standard Flood
Hazard Determination”
12. Information Submitted For LH Loans
Items A – J
13. Form RD 3550-1 “Authorization to
Release Information”
14. Form AD 1047 “Certification Regarding
Debarment”
15. Credit Report
16. Form RD 1910-5 “Request for
Verification of Employment”
17. Form RD 410-7 “Notification to
Applicant On Use Of Financial Information
From Financial Institution”
18. Form RD 440-58 “Estimate of Settlement
Costs” (Document In Running Record)
19. Check Debarment List. Document At
Receipt Of Application
20. Form RD 1944-61 “Credit History
Worksheet”
21. Form RD 2006-38 “Civil Rights Impact
Analysis Certification”
22. Form RD 3560-7A “On Farm LH Project
Budget”
23. Labor Housing Management Plan
24. ADPS – Current/Past Debt Inquiry
25. Eligibility Documentation
26. Form AD-622 “Notice Of PreApplication Review Action”
27. Form RD 440-34 “Option To Purchase
Real Property Real Property”
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28. Form RD 1924-2 “Description Of
Materials”
29. Form RD 1924-1 “Development Plan” (If
Applicable)
30. Building Plans
31. Cost Estimate Or Bid
32. Document Site Visit
33. Warning Of Lead Based Paint Hazards
(Document File)
34. AMAS Input Data (M1AM, M1AA)
35. Form 3560-43 “Verification of
Occupancy of Domestic Farm Laborer”
36. RD Form 3560-40 “Loan Agreement”
(Labor Housing Loan to Individual)
37. Form RD 1922-15 “Administrative
Appraisal Review for Single Family
Housing”
38. Form RD 1927-19/20 “Certification Of
Attorney Certification of Title Insurance
Company”
39. Form RD 1927-4 “Transmittal Of Title
Information”
40. Form RD 1927-9 “Preliminary Title
Opinion”
41. Form RD 1927-15 “Loan Closing
Instructions and Statement”
42. Check Debarment List – Document Prior
To Loan Closing
LOAN CLOSING
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43. Form RD 1927-1 Real Estate Mortgage
or Deed of Trust for (State)”
Clauses
Civil Rights
Restrictive Use
Loan Agreement

44. Form RD 3560-52 “Promissory Note”
45. Form RD 1927-5 “Affidavit Regarding
Work Improvement”
46. Insurance Binder, Receipt For 1 Year
Fire Insurance Premium
47. Form RD 1927-10 “Final Title Opinion”
48. Input Loan Closing (M1F)
Preconstruction Conference/Final Inspection
Form RD 400-3 “Notice To Contractors and
Applicants”
Form RD 402-1 “Deposit Agreement”
Form RD 402-2 “Statement Of deposit And
Withdrawals”
Form RD 1924-6 “Construction Contract”
Form RD 1924-9 “Certification Of
Contractor’s Release”
Form RD 1924-10 “Release By Claimants”
Form RD 1924-19 “Builder’s Warranty”
Termite Inspection Certification
Plumbing/Water/Sewage Certifications
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Electric/Heat/Cooling Certifications
Submit File To State Office For Post Loan
Review

In addition to the above, 1-4 unit On-Farm Labor Housing properties must provide a
Truth in Lending and Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act documents according to HB-1-3550,
section 3.6 (c).

12.16 APPLICANT ELIGIBILITY [7 CFR 3560.605]
To be eligible for a Section 514 Farm Labor Housing loan, the applicant must meet the
same eligibility requirements as Section 515 applicants and the additional requirements
established under 7 CFR 3560.605 and described below. In addition to the applicant eligibility
requirements described in Section 3 of Chapter 4, applicants must also meet the following
requirements to be eligible.
The borrower entity must be a farmowner, a family farm partnership, a family farm
corporation, or an association of farmers whose farming operations demonstrate a
need for farm labor housing;
The borrower entity must be engaged in agricultural or aquacultural farming
operations and must own the housing and operate it on a nonprofit basis;
The borrower entity must intend to use the housing for labor employed in its farming
operations or the farming operations of its members;
The applicant must certify that the farmworkers for whom the housing is intended are
currently involved in agricultural or aquacultural farming operations; and
The applicant must, as determined by the Agency, be unable to provide the necessary
housing from the applicant’s own resources and be unable to obtain credit from any
other source upon terms and conditions that the applicant could reasonably be
expected to fulfill.
If the applicant is an association of farmers or family farm corporation or
partnership, the individual members, individually and jointly, must be unable to
provide the necessary housing by utilizing their own resources and be unable, by
pledging their personal liability, to obtain other credit that would enable them to
provide housing for farmworkers at rental rates they can afford to pay.
The individual resources of family farm corporation or partnership members with
less than a 10 percent corporate or partnership interest should not be considered
when determining if the applicant can obtain credit elsewhere.
____________________________________________________________________________________
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The Agency might make an exception to the requirement that an applicant be unable to
obtain the necessary credit elsewhere [7 CFR 3560.55(a)(2)] when all of the following
conditions exist:
There is a need in the area for housing for migrant farmworkers, and the applicant
will provide such housing; and
There are no qualified State or political subdivisions or public or private nonprofit
organizations currently available or likely to become available within a reasonable
period of time who are willing and able to provide the housing.
12.17 PROJECT ELIGIBILITY [7 CFR 3560.605]
For an application to be eligible to receive a loan under the On-Farm Labor Housing
program, it must meet specific project eligibility requirements. These requirements are designed
not only to meet the immediate need of specific farmers to provide housing for their laborers, but
to ensure that in the event the market shifts or the farmer no longer desires to remain in the
farming industry, this housing may be used for other eligible populations. The Agency has
established the following site and design requirements for On-Farm Labor Housing projects:
Housing that is being designed for seasonal occupancy, whether single-family or
multi-family type housing, may be located on the farm as long as it is not located near
farm service buildings. Seasonal housing may be constructed in accordance with
Exhibit I of RD Instruction 1924-A. If constructed in accordance with Exhibit I, the
housing must be suitable to allow for conversion to full-year occupancy if the need
for migrant farmworkers in the area declines.
Single-family type housing is defined as an individual or a group of individual singlefamily detached dwelling units. All sites shall be planned and constructed in
accordance with RD Instruction 1924-C.
On-Farm Labor Housing sites must provide access to road frontage, when feasible.
Manufactured housing is not required to meet the contiguous lot requirement
established in 7 CFR 3560.70. Manufactured housing may be proposed as a single
unit.
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On-farm labor housing that consists of buildings with less than three units is not subject
to the requirement that 5 percent of the units be constructed as fully accessible units, as
described in 7 CFR 3560.60(d). This does not, however, eliminate any other accessibility
requirements.
12.18 LOAN FUND USES
A. Eligible Uses of Funds [7 CFR 3560.603]
In addition to the eligible uses of loan funds listed in Attachment 4-B, loan funds
may also be used to provide facilities for seasonal or temporary use with appropriate
furnishings and equipment.
B. Prohibited Uses of Funds [7 CFR 3560.604]
Loan funds may not be used for any purpose prohibited by 7 CFR 3560.554. These
are the same prohibitions that apply to Section 515 loans, except that Section 514 funds
may be used to finance the development of housing to serve primarily temporary and
transient residents (see Attachment 4-C).
For On-Farm Labor Housing projects, loan funds may not be used to provide housing
for the applicant or members of the immediate family of the applicant when the applicant
is an individual farmowner, family farm corporation or partnership, or an association of
farmers. Immediate family in this instance includes mother, father, brothers, sisters, sons,
and daughters of applicant(s) and spouse.
12.19 PRIORITIES FOR FUNDING
There are no priorities for funding for On-Farm Labor Housing applications.
Applications are funded on a first-come, first-served basis.
12.20 SUBMISSION AND PROCESSING OF INITIAL APPLICATIONS
For the On-Farm Labor Housing program, the submission and processing of initial
applications should be performed in accordance with Chapter 4. There are several areas where
additional information should be considered prior to requesting the submission of a final
application for processing.
A. Project Eligibility
When reviewing initial applications for project eligibility, Loan Originators must
address the following considerations:
The proposed project does not have to be located in a rural location or meet the
designated places criteria;
The applicant adequately provided for interior and exterior washing facilities in the
project budget; and
____________________________________________________________________________________
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The applicant adequately addressed whether the project will be used year round or
seasonally and to what standards the housing will be built.
B. Applicant Eligibility
When determining applicant eligibility, the Loan Originator must consider the
following items.
The applicant must qualify as an eligible entity as outlined in Paragraph 12.3.
If applicants are also requesting a waiver of the “necessary credit elsewhere test”
[7 CFR 3560.55(a)(2)], proper documentation must be provided. The interest rate of
such loans is in accordance with 7 CFR part 1810, subpart A (RD Instruction 440.1).
C. Project Feasibility
The applicant must demonstrate a need for on-farm labor housing in the market
area. This can be done by documenting their employees’ need for housing.
D. Financial Capacity
The 7 CFR 3560.55(a)(3) states that applicants must possess the legal and financial capacity to
carry out the obligations required for the loan or grant. Therefore, the Multi-Family Housing Processing
Division has created a methodology to determine an applicants financial capacity. The Multi-Family
Processing Division created an On-farm Labor Housing Worksheet to determine an applicant’s financial
capacity. The On-farm Labor Housing Worksheet must be completed using the most recent financial
statements, and made apart of the loan file.
Upon completing the On-farm Labor Housing Worksheet, multiply line 19 by the Present
Value of an Ordinary Annuity (PVA) to determine the borrower’s financial capacity. The PVA formula
is:
PVA =

1-1/(1-i/ i)n
i

I= interest rate
N=years
Applicants who are determined eligible according to 7 CFR 3560.605(a) are to multiply line 19 of the
On-farm Labor Housing by 27.9902. Applicants who are determined eligible according to 7 3560.605(b) must
calculate the PVA using the above formula at the interest rate determined in accordance with 7 CFR part 1810.
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Repeat the above steps using the prior year’s financial statements. Then take the average of the PVA of
the two years to determine the maximum financial capacity of an on-farm borrower.
12.21 SUBMISSION AND PROCESSING OF FINAL APPLICATIONS
Loan Originators should follow the processing procedures outlined in Chapter 5, for OnFarm Labor Housing projects. Some key exceptions to consider in processing the final loan
applications follow:
A. Determining Loan Limits, Rates, and Terms [7 CFR 3560.612 and 616]
1. Maximum Loan Amount
The amount of the loan may not exceed 100 percent of the allowable TDC of on-farm
labor housing as described in Paragraph 12.16 or the value of the security for the loan as
determined by an appraisal, less the unpaid principal balance, plus past due interest of
any prior liens that will or will likely exist against the security after the loan is closed.
2. Determining the Security Value of the Loan
The security value of the loan will be determined in accordance with Section 3 of
Chapter 5.
3. Setting Loan Rates and Terms
For On-Farm Labor Housing projects, the effective interest rate will be 1 percent,
except for those borrowers determined eligible under 7 CFR 3560.67. In the latter
situation, the interest rate will be calculated in accordance with RD Instruction 440.1.
The amortization period for each loan will be scheduled on an annual basis, but the
maximum term for the On-Farm Labor Housing loan will not exceed 33 years.
B. Establishing a Profit Base on Initial Investment Return
For On-Farm Labor Housing loans, no profit base will be permitted as a return on a
borrower’s investment. All on-farm labor housing must be operated in a nonprofit
manner with no return to the borrower.
12.22 LOAN APPROVAL AND CLOSING [7 CFR 3560.621]
Loans will be closed in accordance with Chapters 5 and 8. However, for On-Farm Labor
Housing loans, the following additional loan closing documents are required:
A. Loan Resolution or Loan Agreement [7 CFR 3560.571]
The organization must have its Board of Directors adopt an Agency-approved loan
resolution and furnish a certified copy for the loan docket before loan approval. All other
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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loan applicants will execute an Agency-approved loan agreement in accordance with
Chapter 5.
B. Security Documents [7 CFR 3560.610]
Loan Originators must confirm that the following documents have been properly
prepared for the project:
When feasible, the On-Farm Labor Housing will be located on a tract of land that is
surveyed such that, for security purposes, it is considered separate and distinct from
the farm. The security for the loan must have adequate value to protect the Federal
Government’s interest. The Agency will seek a first or parity lien position on
Agency-financed property in all instances, however, the Agency may accept a junior
lien position if the Federal Government’s interests are adequately secured.
If necessary to provide adequate security for the loan, the Agency may require that
any household furnishings purchased with loan funds also be secured.
Personal liability will be required of the members of an association of farmers.
C. Title Companies and Closing Attorneys
To allow the Agency the ability to minimize potential fraud, waste, abuse, kick
backs, referral fees and equity skimming; all closing instructions must inform closing
agents/attorneys to indicate the recipient of section 514 loans and section 516 grants. This
information must be stated on the HUD 1 “Settlement Statement”. The above instructions
must be stated on Form RD 3550-25 section Other.
If all information cannot be stated on Form 3550-25, an Attachment may be added
and indicate on Form RD 3550-25: "See Attachment A or B”.
12.23 CONSTRUCTION MONITORING
Construction monitoring oversight will be conducted in accordance with Chapter 9.
12.24 CONTRUCTION COST NORMS
Construction cost norms must be calculated by using RSMeans or Marshall and Swift
construction cost guides. The RSMeans and Marshall and Swift guides are updated annually and
contain modifiers to make the cost applicable in any locality. Construction cost can not exceed
the construction cost norms established by RSMeans or Marshall and Swift. Additionally, the
above calculation must be done by the State Architect or by the State Architect in the
neighboring State Office near the property.
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ATTACHMENT 12-A
CLARIFYING THE DEFINITION OF “FARM LABOR”
Background
The purpose of the Rural Housing Service's (RHS) Farm Labor Housing (FLH) program is to
provide decent, safe, and sanitary housing for “domestic farm laborers.” The Housing Act of
1949, which authorizes the FLH program, provides the following definition of a domestic farm
laborer:
“...any person (and the family of such person) who receives a substantial portion of
his or her income from primary production of agricultural or aquacultural
commodities or the handling of such commodities in the unprocessed stage, without
respect to the source of employment, except that (A) such person shall be a citizen of the
United States or a person legally admitted for permanent residence; (B) such term
includes any person (and the family of such person) who is retired or disabled, but who
was domestic farm labor at the time of retirement or becoming disabled;…”
Section 514(f) (3) of the Housing Act of 1949 (42 U.S.C. 1484(f) (3)) was amended on June 18,
2008 to expand the definition of domestic farm labor to include processing workers by deleting
“or the handling of such commodities in the unprocessed stage”, and replacing it with “or the
handling of agricultural or aquacultural commodities in the unprocessed stage, or the processing
of agricultural or aquacultural commodities”. The definition now reads:
“...any person (and the family of such person) who receives a substantial portion of
his or her income from primary production of agricultural or aquacultural commodities or
the handling of agricultural or aquacultural commodities in the unprocessed stage, or the
processing of agricultural or aquacultural commodities , without respect to the source of
employment, except that (A) such person shall be a citizen of the United States or a
person legally admitted for permanent residence; (B) such term includes any person (and
the family of such person) who is retired or disabled, but who was domestic farm labor at
the time of retirement or becoming disabled;…”
This statutory definition requires that one of two requirements be met concerning farm income.
Farm laborers must receive a substantial portion (refer to Attachment 6-H) of their income from
either the “primary production of agricultural or aquacultural commodities” or from “the
handling of agricultural or aquacultural commodities in the unprocessed stage, or the processing
of agricultural or aquacultural commodities.” Further guidance is provided by 7 CFR 3560.11.
It defines “farm labor” as follows:
“Farm labor. Services in connection with cultivating the soil, raising or harvesting any
agriculture or aquaculture commodity; or in catching, netting, handling, planting, drying,
packing, grading, storing, or preserving in the unprocessed stage, without respect to the
source of employment (but not self-employed), any agriculture or aquaculture commodity;
or delivering to storage, market, or a carrier for transportation to market or to processing
any agricultural or aqua cultural commodity in its unprocessed stage.”
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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The definition of “farm labor” contains the following three components and all three must be
met for the activities to be considered as farm labor: All of the components of the definition
focus on the nature of the work being done.
1st Component:
“Services in connection with…”
One of four specific classes of work:
2nd Component:
a.
b.

c.
d.

the “cultivating the soil, raising or harvesting”; or
the “catching, netting, handling, planting, drying, packing, grading, storing, or

preserving its unmanufactured state”; or in;
the “delivering to storage, market, or day hauling the product for market,
processing or distribution”
the “working with the product in a processing facility until it is shipped for
distribution”.

3rd Component:

“Any agricultural or aquacultural commodity.”

There is no restriction on who employs the farm laborer. It also needs to be emphasized that the
definition does not restrict farm labor to work done on a farm. Paragraphs 2.b, 2.c and 2.d.
expand the definition to include working with the product in other off farm locations including,
(1) in a processing facility, and (2) in handling and day hauling the commodity in an
unmanufactured or manufactured state to be marketed, processed or distributed. Day hauling is
the hauling of the agricultural or aquacultural commodity from the site of eligible activity to the
site of eligible or ineligible activity within standard work hours.
Thus, a farm laborer may be working for a farmer, a farm labor contractor, a custom agricultural
service provider, or a large vertically integrated corporation, etc. The nature of the worker’s job
is what defines “farm laborer” and not necessarily the nature of the employer.
A good way to understand the definition is to bear in mind the sequence of farming activities in
an agriculture enterprise. Fundamentally, it consists of five stages:
Stage 1:
Stage 2:
Stage 3:
Stage 4:
Stage 5:

The raising of the agricultural or aquacultural commodity on the farm;
The transportation of the agricultural or aquacultural commodity after harvest;
The post-harvest handling, storage, processing and packaging of the agricultural
or aquacultural commodity;
The delivery to market; and, finally,
The market itself – which may either, be a wholesale or retail market (if the
commodity is a fresh market commodity) or a food processing manufacturer (if
the commodity is a processing commodity).

Exhibit A identifies the presence of farm labor in five stages of an agricultural enterprise .

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Distinction - Post-Harvest Handling vs. Processing – Stage 3
While both are eligible activities, to distinguish between post-harvest handling and processing, it
is often helpful to consider the condition that the commodity is in when the laborer does his or
her work.
An agricultural or aquacultural commodity in an “unmanufactured state” is essentially raw
produce in its natural state – still “the way that nature made it.” Implicit in paragraph 2.b. is that
a commodity can remain in this unmanufactured state even though it has been handled, dried,
graded, packed, stored, and preserved. This is because all of these activities do not necessarily
change the fundamental nature of the commodity.
Thus, activities of the following three types are included in farm labor as post harvest handling:
1.

Sorting produce and placing it in containers. When it is harvested and transported
from the field, a commodity must be containerized in some fashion. Frequently,
commodities go through several sequential stages of sorting, grading, and
packing. However, the mere fact that a commodity is in a particular container or
package does not change the nature of the commodity itself. Produce in a bag,
tray, basket, bunch, box, bin, or wrap is still unmanufactured.

2.

Handling to preserve the commodity. Actions such as cleaning, washing, and
waxing fruits and vegetables; drying grain or prunes for safe storage; and holding
produce in control atmosphere storage – all are examples of services that do not
change the essentially unmanufactured state of the commodity. They merely
allow the commodity to be stored safely and preserved.

3.

Handling to extract the commodity, without acting on the commodity itself.
Actions such as removing the hull from almonds and walnuts, or the tops from
carrots are examples. In these cases, extraneous parts of the commodity are
removed, but the commodity itself is unchanged and unmanufactured.

The “processing” of an agricultural or aquacultural commodity means acting on the commodity
itself, usually with tools, so as to change the fundamental nature of the commodity from that
which it had when it was taken from the farm. Examples of processing activities include:
crushing, cutting, chopping, dicing, slicing, pitting, blending, pureeing, juicing, drying,
dehydrating, freeze-drying, expressing, flavoring, heating, freezing, cooking, steaming, roasting,
slaughtering, butchering, pasteurizing, and churning. Thus, canneries, wineries, slaughterhouses,
creameries, frozen food plants, salad mix plants, and other such food processing plants act on the
raw commodity itself and therefore, employees of such are to be considered “food processing
workers”.
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Another distinction is that “farm labor” ceases once the commodity is day hauled “to market or
the distributor.” Thus, the distributor’s intake’ shipping gate is where farm labor ends. Farm
labor is also involved in wholesaling packaging but not retail packaging. If the market
destination of a commodity is a produce wholesaler’s warehouse or a retail grocery store’s
produce department, then this is the point where non-farm labor takes over.
However, when dealing with vertically-integrated farm operations (where the same farm raises,
harvests, handles, stores, and then processes and/or markets the crop), it may be necessary to
determine the specific job an employee does. Many times, one employee within a company or
facility may be classified under the definition as a “farm laborer” and another employee working
in the same facility is not. These employees, who may work on a farm operation and whom do
not perform “farm labor activities”, are not eligible. For example, a custodian who sweeps the
floor of a packing house, or a bookkeeper who performs accounting duties in the farm office,
would not be defined as a farm laborer, whereas as their coworkers, who sort, clean, pack, or
load the commodity would. On the other hand, laborers providing services for nonverticallyintergrated farm operations (i.e. installing sprinklers) are eligible if employed by the farm
operation.
In all cases, the trucker who day hauls the agricultural or aquaculture commodity from the site of
the eligible activity to the site of the ineligible activity is considered to be engaged in farm labor.
However, the trucker who day hauls the product for market or distribution must work for the
processing manufacture to be eligible.
There are, of course, a number of other FLH eligibility factors besides the mere involvement of a
worker in “farm labor.” For example, applicants for On-Farm Labor Housing, for processing
worker housing, must meet the eligibility criteria according to the 7 CFR part 3560, subpart L
section 3560.605. Other eligibility factors are covered in detail in 7 CFR part 3560, subparts L
and M.

______________________________________________________________________
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Exhibit A
Presence of “farm labor” in stages of the agricultural economy
Stage 1. Raising the commodity on the farm.
Eligible activities include:
Field workers – hand work, field preparation, planting, irrigating, weeding, spraying,
thinning, picking, pruning, loading, flagman, livestock caretakers, milkers
Agricultural equipment operators – tractors, sprayers (including aerial sprays), harvesters,
combines
Professional crop services – agronomists, veterinarians, pest advisors, orchard managers
Ineligible activities include:
Support activities – mechanics, chemical handlers, bookkeepers, farm labor contractors
Agricultural suppliers – seed, chemical, equipment, and supply dealers
Professional support services – bookkeepers, attorneys, financial consultants
Stage 2. Transporting the commodity after harvest.
Eligible activities include:
Harvester/combine operators
Truck drivers
Loading and unloading commodities prior to processing
Ineligible activities include:
Fuel dealers
Truck mechanics
Truck dispatchers
Stage 3. Post-harvest handling, storage, processing and packaging.
Eligible activities include:
Boxing, crating, loading and unloading produce, hulling nuts, drying grain
Working in a post-harvest commodity storage facility
Ineligible activities include:
Handling which constitutes marketing
Stage 4. Delivery to market or processing.
Eligible activities include:
Truck drivers, loading and unloading commodities prior to processing
Trucking processed agricultural products (when employed by Processing Plant)
Ineligible activities include:
Fuel dealers
Off-farm truck mechanics
Truck dispatchers
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Stage 5. Processing or marketing.
Eligible activities include:
Processing plant workers – canneries, salad mix, creameries, frozen foods, dried fruit,
slaughterhouse
Ineligible activities include:
Grocery store workers – produce department Restaurant workers Auction yard workers
produce wholesalers and wholesale warehouse workers.

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Exhibit B
Presence of “farm labor” and “processing worker” in selected agricultural enterprises
Enterprise
Farm Worker Activities
Processing Worker
Activities
Aquaculture
Seeding, care, management, or harvest of Seafood /Wholesalers
fish, shellfish, & other aquatic organisms Packing
Bees

Hive care and management
Honey extraction
Berries
Field work and harvest, including field
pack
Sorting, packing, and storage
Cattle
Herd management
Feedlot
Cotton
Field work and harvest
Pre-gin storage
Dairy
Milking barn
Herd care and management
Eggs
Layer flock management
Egg sorting, grading, and packing
Fruit trees – avocados,
Grove operations and harvest
dates
Sorting, packing, and storage
Fruit trees – citrus
Grove operations and harvest
Sorting, packing, and storage
Fruit trees – figs
Orchard operations and harvest
Sorting, packing, drying and storage
Fruit trees – olives
Orchard operations and harvest
Sorting, packing, and storage
Fruit trees – apples,
Orchard operations and harvest
kiwis, peaches, pears, and Sorting, packing, and storage
plums
Fruit trees – prunes (dried Orchard operations and harvest
plums)
Sorting, packing, drying and storage
Garlic

Field work and harvest
Sorting, packing, and storage

Grain – barley, corn, oats, Field work and harvest
rice, wheat
Grain drying and bulk storage
Grapes – raisins
Vineyard work, including field dry &
pack
Sorting, packing, and storage

Confection manufacturing
Produce wholesalers
Packing
Juicing
Slaughterhouse
Ginning
Creamery
Cheese production
Egg yolk separation
Guacamole production
Juicing
Canning
Fig confections
Brine operations
Cannery operations
Cannery operations
Freezer operations
Drying operations
Re-hydrating and
processing
Cannery operations
Wholesale produce
operation and Packing
Drying & dehydrating
operations
Milling
Re-hydrating and
processing
Cannery operations
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Grapes – table

Vineyard work and harvest
Boxing grapes

Grapes – wine

Vineyard work and harvest

Hay

Hay production and harvest Hay baling,
stacking, and storage Silage production
by farmer

Melons

Nurseries

Field work and harvest, including field
pack
Sorting, packing, and storage
Field and greenhouse work

Nut trees – almonds,
Walnuts

Sorting and packing for shipment
Orchard operations and harvest
Hulling

Oilseeds
Potatoes

Poultry

Seed production
Sheep

Sugar beets
Vegetables for fresh
market (artichokes,
asparagus, broccoli,
carrots, cauliflower,
celery, lettuce, greens,
mushrooms, onions,
Peppers, tomatoes)

Field work and harvest
Storage in bulk
Field work and harvest
Storage in bulk in cellars
Packing and bagging at potato shed
Poultry production

Field work and harvest
Sorting, packing, and storage
Flock management
Shearing and wool storage
Field work and harvest
Field work and harvest, including field
pack
Sorting, packing, and storage

Wholesale produce
operation packing
Grape crushing and
fermenting
Hay compressor or
pelletizer operation Feed
mix preparation Hay broker
Feed store
Wholesale produce
operations packing
Sorting and packing for
shipment
Shelling
Expressing oils
Roasting and making nut
products
Oil expresser operations
Potato chipping

Hatcheries/Slaughterhouse/
Processing
Plant
Seed certification
Auction yard
Slaughterhouse
Yarn production
Sugar refineries
Produce wholesalers
Salad mix operations
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Vegetables for processing Field work and harvest, including field
(artichokes, asparagus,
pack
broccoli, carrots,
cauliflower, celery,
greens, mushrooms,
onions, peppers,
tomatoes)

Cannery operations
Freezer operations
Drying operations
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ANGELA CORDOVA
David Kelley; Kevin Thompson; Jason Ferguson; Gus Wolter; Jason Turner; jenkins@cloverdalefire.org; Mary Ann
Brigham; Marta Cruz; Melanie Bagby; Darren Hernandez; Mark Rincon; Jay Robinson
Baumgardner Development
Wednesday, September 16, 2020 1:59:01 PM

The reason for my email is because there is a lot of concern in our community over
the recent Baumgardner Development.
I understand and respect there is a need for housing. Let’s not jump into this blind
again, as we know this is the same developer who was not honest and forthcoming
with his last project. Needless to say, our City Council and City Attorney failed to read
the “fine print” which excluded this housing to be for all, leaving it for Farm Workers
only. To my understanding, the current complex is half full. Poor choice in leaving it
for Farm Workers only with it being half full in such a time when housing is critical.

It is disappointing to know that there is no communication from our City Council with
our Community about such developments or anything for that matter. With an
outdated website that is difficult for most to navigate. Why don’t we have a public
information officer to engage with the community? Something to think about.
This pattern of passive leadership without a public information officer, keeps the
general public intentionally uninformed. We lose track of projects and they get buried.
The City carries on it’s way without proper responses to what you have let fall to the
side.
I am asking you to rethink the position with the Baumgardner Development. The vast
majority of the community is against it for the following reasons.
Water impact- in the future, the Potter Valley Project water will be diverted back to Eel
River for the fish to run through- which means we will lose water- we will not have
enough water for the future population. How do you intend on rectifying this severe
detrimental diversion? Have you thought about how this will impact Cloverdale?

Sewer impact- with our sewer system maxed out, or not being able to keep up with
the current flow, you think by adding this new housing development it will be able to
handle added stress to our current infrastructure? Updating our sewer would be more
than triple the price of updating our water system! Have you figured where this money
will come from?
Public Safety- By adding approximately 20% increase to our population with the
small police force we currently have, you are adding more stress to that department.
We supposedly have no funds to hire more fire and police personnel, what do you
think this increase will do to our current staffing? This development will create a
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negative impact on our budget, creating even more shortfall.
We cannot forget this developer is known for low income housing not being disclosed
who it is intended for He is not being transparent. He got over on us before because
our City Council and City Attorney failed to read the agreement. Where is our City
Attorney, isn’t this what the attorney is paid for? Why isn’t the City Council reading the
fine print? Again, with this project he has said he will not disclose who this housing is
intended for! Shame on you for being fooled the first time… do not let it happen again!
Where is your best interest for our community? Obviously, this developer does not
have the best interest of our community, but has the smarts to try and fool you again.

Impact on schools- There is not enough room for quality education. Our classrooms
are already at or near full capacity. Are you planning on contributing to a new school?
Is this in your budget? Are you planning to incorporate funds for the school to hire
more teachers?
What about the parking shortage that was mentioned? There is approximately 200
parking spots short! Where are these people going to park? Have you thought about
the impact on the neighborhoods nearby? Have the neighbors been officially notified
of this development? Have the neighbors been invited to a City meeting regarding this
development? For example, look at the problematic parking at the Starbucks and Ioli
Ranch neighborhood. The lot size variance allows smaller lots than anywhere else in
Cloverdale. 2500sf lots are less than half of a regular tract home. Why are we
repeating the same mistakes that have been clearly identified?

The common wealth should not carry the burden of new development. Where is the
equal transaction that will benefit the entire community?
This is going to cost our community members more money to have this housing here;
hopefully you are not trying to incorporate these costs into inflating taxes or water
costs on our community members.

I await your reply.

Thank you,

Angela Cordova
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Item No. 5b

September 29, 2020

Jesse Arreguin, President
MTC/ABAG Executive Board
375 Beale Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94105-2066
RE: Housing Methodology Committee recommendation – comments and concerns
Dear President Arreguin:
First, we want to express our gratitude to the entire HMC and ABAG/MTC staff and consultants for supporting
this monumental effort. Further the Planning and Community Development Directors and SCTA staff wish to
specifically acknowledge the dedication of Gillian Adams, Dave Vautin, Paul Fassinger, Ada Chan, Aksel Olsen,
Eli Kaplan and all of the other individuals whom have worked so diligently to support the HMC. We recognize
their hard work and appreciate their continued and direct assistance to our jurisdictions.
At its September 18, 2020 meeting, the HMC voted to utilize the draft Plan Bay Area 2050 Blueprint’s projected
2050 household data as the baseline in establishing the 6th cycle Regional Housing Need Allocations (RHNA) for
Bay Area communities. Because the Draft Plan Bay Area (PBA) Blueprint provides similar guiding principles
(https://www.planbayarea.org/2050-plan/plan-bay-area-2050-blueprint) as those adopted by the HMC, this
seems a strategic and logical approach that would move the Bay Area toward these guiding principles.
However, this assumes the underlying data and assumptions in the 2050 Blueprint model are accurate and
comprehensive. In practice, North Bay communities are realizing, the implications of using a 30-year
projection to establish an 8-year RHNA are significant and may have unintended consequences, especially for
our rural communities and areas of unincorporated counties. Given this, if the draft PBA is to form the
baseline for the RHNA allocation, then it is critical that:

1) The data input and development assumptions used to predict how land will develop must be accurate and
account for existing real-world constraints; and
2) The growth assumptions must account for the two very different time frames (8 years vs. 30 years) and
appropriately account for (but not over emphasize), the widespread economic crisis caused by the COVID-19
pandemic.
To ensure proper accounting for these issues, the Sonoma County Community Development Directors, Planning
Directors and SCTA planners have repeatedly requested the data and the development assumptions that
ABAG/MTC is utilizing for its modeling. Unfortunately, we have yet to receive the development assumptions,
and only received the GIS (layer) zoning assumptions on Friday, September 25. Despite the delay in providing the
requested data, ABAG staff has requested our communities each report back on any errors in this data by
Wednesday, September 30, effectively providing our staff less than 3 working days to examine GIS data that
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took years to build and to identify its errors. As identified below, a few hours spent examining this data has
already revealed significant errors that appear to be erroneously inflating populations and projections in the
unincorporated county and in some rural cities. Additional time is needed for the comprehensive data and
assumptions used in the draft PBA Blueprint to be provided by AGAB/MTC staff, and to be truth-tested to
ensure proper accounting for our unique community constraints. This need for additional time is only
compounded by the tragic impacts of the Shady and Glass fires currently ravaging our communities.
Data errors identified by Sonoma County jurisdictions
Without having the requested GIS layers from PBA available to check for errors, local staff have resorted to using
the static .pdf graphic provided to each jurisdiction by ABAG. These .pdf maps are not interactive and do not
provide any wayfinding information such as streets and roads to assist with orienting and ensuring accuracy with
the review. Nonetheless, North Bay staff toiled to make side-by-side comparisons with our own GIS maps and
have identified several significant errors.
Specifically, high-density housing assumptions are made in the PBA 2050 data in the following areas, either
erroneously or in violation of RHNA objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In graveyards
In floodways
On rural recreational lands many miles from any services (at least 20 instances in unincorporated
county)
Adjacent to freeways with high pollution emission rates
In industrially designated areas adjacent to noxious land uses
In areas identified and certified as Priority Production Areas by ABAG/MTC
Increased densities adjacent to high wildfire areas

In several unincorporated areas, the shape files for high-density housing do not have any relationship to parcel
boundaries, roads or zoning districts; rather they appear to have been included randomly. There are clearly a
large number of mapping errors that need to be corrected based on existing and known constraints (such as
those listed above). If such significant errors were found in only a few hours and using information provided in a
limited format, it calls into question the accuracy of the growth projections of the entire model.
While ABAG staff did contact local jurisdictions to ask them to review their data a year ago, the data was
provided only as a spreadsheet with hundreds or thousands of data entries and no mapping or development
assumptions being given. As such, this format did not result in a true “project referral” or productive
engagement as the results clearly identify. Now that the maps have been included and staff can visually check
for errors, the Directors and SCTA staff request a review period of three weeks following receipt of the
requested data and development assumptions from ABAG staff, to review and identify errors in mapping and
development assumptions. Further, this feedback needs to be meaningfully incorporated into the data and
modeling projections before the RHNA baseline is set and growth is allocated.
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Infrastructure Constraints and Sites Requirements
All Sonoma County jurisdictions are concerned about the assumptions made in the draft PBA related to
infrastructure. The resulting development assumptions (which we still have not received) made in the 30-year
2050 PBA timeline do not translate well into the 6 th cycle RHNA planning period of 8 years. The use of PBA 2050
development assumptions and 25-year growth projections, which do not account for the 8-year RHNA timeline,
deliver obscenely high numbers to unincorporated and rural communities which currently lack the infrastructure
to serve the projected high-density growth. It is important to note that HCD is legislatively prohibited from
allowing jurisdictions to “count” sites that will not be available for development within the 8-year housing
element period. The end result is that jurisdictions allocated shockingly high numbers of growth without the
means to develop the infrastructure needed to support such growth, will never be able to identify adequate
sites to meet the statutory sites criteria and thus will not be able to achieve certification of their housing
elements. Because grant funding for housing now requires a certified housing element, the use of the PBA
assumptions will preclude these jurisdictions from receiving any funding to support housing development. The
Directors and SCTA staff request that such areas identified for growth in the draft PBA 2050 Blueprint NOT be
included in a jurisdiction’s RHNA allocation for the 6th cycle unless infrastructure can be provided within the 8year timeframe of the planning cycle. Setting these jurisdictions up for Housing Element failure is not good
planning policy and will not result in housing being built.
Environmental Justice, Climate Change and Covid-19 Related Issues
The chosen allocation methodology must meet the six statutory objectives of RHNA, including affirmatively
furthering fair housing. This means that the RHNA allocation must take meaningful action to overcome patterns
of segregation and to replace segregated living patterns with integrated and balanced communities.
Unfortunately, mapping done for the PBA 2020 Blueprint reflects a perpetuation of segregated housing patterns
by placing higher-density housing allocations into environmentally inferior areas that are already home to the
region’s poorest populations by virtue of having the lowest land costs. This, in turn, causes the RHNA allocation
methodology to fail to meet the 5th statutory objective of RHNA. If the draft PBA 2050 Blueprint is to be used as
a baseline for the RHNA allocation, the PBA data and projections must also be corrected to meet the six
statutory objectives of RHNA, including to remove assumed high-density housing developments from areas
that are environmentally inferior such as in flood zones, in polluted areas, adjacent to freeways, within
industrial areas with high emissions and in high wildfire areas.
Additionally, the specific development assumptions for PBA2050 should be made available for comment by the
public, and then discussed by the Regional Planning Committee (RPC), HMC and ABAG Executive Board. For
instance, it is our understanding that future sea level rise (e.g. current and future flood plain areas) is included as
a development constraint for coastal areas, but neither current nor future FEMA regulatory flood plain areas
outside of coastal communities are being included. This is not good planning and is an inconsistent approach to
identifying and applying the development constraints of climate change, across all Bay Area communities. This is
yet another example of why the underlying data and assumptions must be made available, so that local planners
can assist ABAG/MTC staff in identifying and correcting these types of issues using our collective localize
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knowledge of the issues we understand as lead agencies. Similarly, the additional adjustments to the
development constraints and assumptions resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic (such as telecommuting
assumptions) should also be provided to the public for discussion by the RPC, HMC and ABAG Executive Board.
In summary, while the choice to use PBA 2050 data as the baseline for RHNA allocations makes sense and can
achieve good planning policy (such as thoughtful planning for development in high hazard areas), the use of this
data must include means to separate the 8-year RHNA cycle from the 25-year growth model horizons. Without
an effective accounting for constraints and allowance for needed corrections, the resulting growth projections
will not meet the statutory objectives of RHNA and will counter-productively preclude jurisdictions from
achieving Housing Element certification. Ultimately, this lack of statutory conformance and reduction in housing
grant funding will result in less homes being built overall, and for the homes that are built perpetuating the
discriminatory policies that have created the issues we are now trying to solve. Please take these comments
under serious consideration and utilize the feedback provided to improve the PBA 2050 modeling.
Thank you,

Jeffrey Beiswenger
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Janet Spilman
Director of Planning, Sonoma County Transportation Authority
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David Storer, AICP
Planning and Community Services Director, City of Sonoma
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Kari Svanstrom
Planning Director, City of Sebastopol
Kevin Thompson
Assistant City Manager/Community Development Director, City of Cloverdale

Tennis Wick
Director, Permit Sonoma, County of Sonoma
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David Waitering, AICP
Interim Community Development Director, City of Healdsburg
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Therese McMillan, MTC Executive Director
Matt Maloney, MTC Director of Regional Planning
Suzanne Smith, SCTA Executive Director
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